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INTRODUCTION
The  year  1968   seems  to  have  been  a   culmination  of
political  and  social  discontent  in  the  Unit,@d  States.
Politically  it   seems  to  have  been  the  f&ilure  of  eight  years
of  a  democratic  administ,ration  to   solve  some  of  America's  foreign
and  domestic  problems.     This  entails  t,he  social  problems  of
poverty,  the  Negro,   and  civil  rights.     In  the  1968  ®le¢tion
the  Vietnam  'v'v'ar  and.  the  civil  rig.hts  movement  were  perhaps
the  two  most  important  issues  in  Amel`ican  politics.     They-split
or.  fragmented  American  opiniori  enough  to  g`ive  a  strong  impetus
to  a  thir`d  party  movement.     UHdoubtedly  the  Viet,lam  .,`i'ar  and
civil  rights  movement.  created  a  condition  of  unrest,   discor.tent
or  strain  on  the  stability  of  the  American  political  system  of
re|)re3entative  democracy.     According  to   American  o'.emocratic
theory,   those  who  gover.n  are  the  I.epresentativcs  of  the  people
who   elect  them.     Those  who  govern  are  to  be   responsive  and
responsible  to  the  American  electorate.     But  a®cusations  of
the   "establishment,"(those  who  govern}   have  been  made  by  segment,a
of  the   American  people.     These  accusations  range  feom  a   r&dica.1
condemriation  of  the  polit,ical  system  itself  a.®>  an  exploiter
of  man  on  the  politics.i  left  to  a  reactionary  col-idemnatiori  of
the  ''sell  out"  of  the  American  people  by  the   rS-.tcent,  administration
on  the   right.     Obviously  the  reactions  of  the.se  people  c6`.n
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range  from  anarchy   (supposedly.  complete  fr`eedom  from  gov®rn-
m®ntal  restrairit)   to  complete  la.w  and.  order   (governmental
suppr.ession  of  fr®®dom).     One   call  see   .bn®   redctiona   or  t,n®
Student,a  1.or  a  Den.ocratic   Society  a.nd  George  C.   Wallace's
Americor.  Indep®2tdent   Pa.rty  movemon.t,   as   stemming  fr`om  the
discontent   in  American  society.     Inalvlciu&is.   anca  g[.oup$  1.ace
many  tensions,   t]ave  many  &nxiet,ies,   frustrations,   and  bewildor-
ments  in  the  complex  industrial  Society  that  they  live  in.
It  seems  the  central  pr`oblem  is  change--political  and   social.
The  arguments  ase  in,   and  it  is  agreed  change  is  needed  on  the
following  issues:
The   Vietnam  -w-ar  must   b6.ended.
-Lavll  and  order  ih  our  streets  and  cities  must  be  maintained.
The   Ne£`ro  and  other  mi`norities  must  be  €.bven  first   class
citi zenship .
Poverty  must  be  wiped  out  or  lessenea`.
Tax  relief  t,o  the  middle  class-,  is  ess®nti&l.
Colleges  and  univ®rsiti.es  must   adapt   to   a   mo6;.ern  ag.e  and
be   r`esponsive  to  the  raeeds  of  students.
These   iss`ues  are  minor.when  it  comes  to  the  vl'ay  change  is
to  be  instituted  in  a  democratic   society.     Is  it  to  be  within
the  traditional  bounds  of  two  pal.ty  Politics?    Will  it  bc
within  the  fr.agmenta.Lion  of  the  polit,ical  syst,em--a.  third
par`t,y.     Or  i3  it  to  be .outside  the  systems  of  pa,rty  politics--
in  violence,   and  anarchy--d®®tr`uction  of  the  political  system
it,self?     All  three  alternatives  hfg`ve  been  wit,nessed  by  Am®i-icans
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in  1968.     City  and  ghetto  riots,   college  and  university
d.emonstafations,   and  the   events   surrounding  the   1968  Democratic
Convention  in  Chicago  demonstrate  attempts  at  change  outside  the
"rule.s  of  the  game"  of  the  political  system.
The  political  "r.ight"  as. well  as  "left"  reacted  to  the
events  builGint:  up  in  1968.     Change  was  attemptea  through
Geor.&`e  Wallac@,'s   Ame.r.ican   I.ndependent   Party  .movement.      It   is
important  to  realize  it  wa.s  an  attempt  to  change  the  system
through  the  d.emocretic   ''mles  of  the  game,"  not  outside  th©s€
rules  &s  the  politics.1  left   espouses;   though  at  times  -l',`'.allace'8
speeches`   and   supporters   B®sortee`.  to  'violence   in  word   a:ad  deed
as  did  the  St,u.5ent8  for  a  Democratic  Societ,y.     Obviously  the
political  left  a.nd  r.ight  seen  her.e  are  extreme.     But  the  tactics
of  t,he  left   seemingly  lead  to  violence  ana`  I.ear.  anarchy.as
at  the   19681)emocratic   Nominatin.r.   Convintion..in -CEic&&`®.   '.The
radical  groups  at  the  political  left  have  made  it  known  that
they  are.a.issatisfied  with  American  society  and  will  try  to  tear
its  established  institutiolls  down,   while  i,Vallace  .and  r`.is
followers  have  a  ®iff®rent  set,  or  values.     These  values  are
those  of  repr`ese.|tative  democracy  and  the  widh  to  change  the
government  by  challenging  the  established  rulers  through
elections.    As  it  was,neither  the  political  left  Bar  right
had  a  majorit,y  to  win  the  1968  Presidential  election  where
mo.der.at,ion  preva.iled.     This   could  b®   considered  as  trends
toward  conservat,ism  and  liberalism  which  have  import,ance  to  a
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future  America.     That  a  conservative  moderate  won  office  ln
1968  emphasizes  the  importance  that  conservatism  is  an  import,ant
tr®nd  in  the  political  thiri.king  of  American  voters.     This  is  not
to  say  the  political  left  is  not  an  important  subject  of  Study,
but  conservative  thought,  more  than  liberal  thought,   doinir.abed
American  politics.
The  object  of  this  paper.  is  the   study  of  cons@rv&tism
and  its  rela.tionship  to  George  ti'.'allace's  third  party  movement
in  his  1968  Presie`ential  bid.     Important  in  such  a  study  ig
not  so  much  p€]rty  onganizstion,   but  that  of  ideology  or`
political  thinking.     Why  did  .t..,7allace.  appeal  to  as  many
people  as  he  did?    What  are  the  social-psychological  character-
istics  of  the  people  who  £`ound  ti`i.'allace  so  appealing,?    These
answers  will  hopefully  come  froin  an  analysis  of  two  trends
ia  political  thiriking--conserve.tism  and  authoritariar®ism.
This  paper  will  be  in  two  parts.    First  the  investi-
gation  of  conservat,ism  a.nd  au.thor`itarianism  iri  relationi-,
to  two  important  aspects  iri  southern  politics  will  bS  studied--
st@.tea  rig.hts  as  a  .traditional  political  norm  and  civil  rights.
This  investigation  will  hopefully  explain  and  justify  the  ar,alysis
of  conserve.tism  and  authoritar.ianism  in  &n  empiricc-il  survey
of  southern  voters.    The  second  part  is  a  report  on  an empirical
survey  based  on  a  questiorinaire  to  measure  various  social-
psycholo£!ical  act,itudes.     The   a.ur.vey  is  by  no  means  compr.ehensive.
It  will  be  moi.e  of  a  pilot  project.     A  highly  selective  sample
i*
will  be  used  to  take  into  account,  socio-economic  status,   party
&ffiliation  and  a  percentage  of  the  1968  Presidential  vote  for
a  small   southol`n  city.
CHAPTER   I
Tim   souTH
The  object  of  the  study  of . conservatism  is  the  appeal
of  George  C.  Wallace  as  a  presidential  candidate  to  the
American  public   in   1968.     His   aprjeal  in  1968   seemed  t,o  be
based  on  his  condemnation  of  three  areas  of  national  life:
centralized  g:overnJment,  the  federal  courts   (the  Supreme
Court),   and  the  nati.onal  news  media.t     The  dominant  issue
seems  to  be  a  reaction  to  centl.a|ized  gover`nment,   and
national  life.
This  seems  to  express  an  element  of  .rEFtat6's  rights
that  has  its  roots  in g,outhern  tradition.    Its  appeal
comes  from  two  basic  aspect,s  of  a  state's  rights  that  has
',
developed  in  8;outhern  soil  for  two  centuries.     One  is.the
development .of  individual  civil  liberties  against  a  central
gover`nment  in  t,he  guise  of  property  rights  as  a  cultural
norm.    The  other  is  a  strain  of  authoritarianism  often  found
in  a  conservat,ive  ideology  and  the  concept  of  community.
''The  Public  Record  of  George   C.   -i`]'allace,"  £ji
±Q  Current   Americijn   Goverh=ment,   j=ffishington,   i).C.:      Congressi
Guide
ecial  Pr.e-Election  Issue.
onal  `tuarter.ly  Service, Fall ,
1968,   p.   22.
2
The  definition  of  tht,.  concept  of  commhnity  will  rely
upon  F.  Tonnies'   formulation  of  the  femeinsb'ha±`t, sellschaft
thesfis.    Initial  ref erences  made  to  Fritz  Pappenheim,
The  Alienation  of I-.odern ike,.   xpe_S_§_im.
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Wallace's  state's  rights  ideology  seems  to  have  roots  in
these  two  aspects  of  southern .culture.
A  brief  look  at  the  historical  development  of
property  rights  would  provide  a  better  explanation.     As
the  South  developed  individual  civil  liberties  in  the  guise
of  property  rights,   it,  did  so  to  countera,ct  the  power  of
a  centralized  gover`nment  over`  local  autonomy.     This  point
is  even  mor`e  important  if  one  realized  the  South  developed
an  agrarian  ecohomy  based  on  o'w.nership  of  land  and  slaves
as  one  of  the  most   pl`ized  possessions.     'iJ`,realth  cane  from
the  source  of land  so  the  southern  states  sought  to  .
protect  it  and  its  products  from  an  iridustrial  and  commercial
North.     But  an  impor.Cant  point  to  make  is  that  early
American  democracy  gave  the  I.ight  to  vote  and  consequently
self-government  to  a  landed  gentry.3    As  gradual  expansion
of  suffrage  came  about  over  the  American  states,   except
perhaps  for  one  exception-.-slavery--property  rights  were
extended  over  the  I\'eg,ro  slave  and  remained  that  way  for
nearly  a  century.    This  right  became  a  heritage  tied  in
with  state's  rights  and  the  inferiority  of  the  Negro.
The  Civil  'v't-ar  seemed  to  decide  the  problem  of  slavery  and
the  probl.em  of  the  federal  gover.nment  over  the  states.
3Robert  E.   Laneo Polit,ical ife,  pp.  9-10.
3
Legally  the  problem  was  solved,   the  Negro  was  free,  but
still  inferior  and  segregated  from  the  ''white  man's  world."
Since  the  Civil  'fi'ar,  until  the  Supreme  Court  rulings
of  1954  on  desegregation,   most  notable
of  Educiit,
Brown VS, The   Board
the  southern  states  have  kept  a  segregated
society.     The  century  following  the  Civil  i.iTar,   the  incul-
cation  of  cultural  norms  has  helped  indoctrinate  the  idea
of  a  segregated  society  as  t.Jell  as  the  iimportance  of  property
rights.4    '.`,Tith  the  civ.il  rights  I:iovement  ol-  t,he  mid-
twentieth  century,  the  South  has  had  to  face  some  destruction
of  their  cultur.al  norms.    These  norms  still  seem  to  value
pr.operty  r.ights  over  civil  r`ights   (especially  t,he  Negro's);
a  segregated  society  in  mind,   if  not  in  law;   and  a  basically
conser.vative  ai=rar.ian  economy.
These  thoughts  seem  to  have  credence  as  far`  as  the
early  part  of  the  twentieth  century  might  sriow.     But  since
that  tine,  the  ir`.dustr.ial,  urban  technology  of  a  [nodern
society  has  made  inroads.     The  southern  United  States  is
no  longer  a  rural,  agrarian  society  based  on  a  minority  of
landed  estates,   ''king"  cott,on  and  a  majority  of  middle  and
lower  class  people  who  looked  up  to  the  mling  minority
4EEL.,   pp.14-15.
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for  leadership.    The  conservative,   especially  rural,
Southerner  has  had  to  face  this  onslaught  of  a  model`n
society  with  all  its  pressur`es,   strains,  and  anxieties.
His  world  is  no  longer  as  simple  as  his  cultur.al  background
might  sue:a.est.     Of  course  this  is  only  one  facet  of  the
changing  South,   but  t,o  the  analysis  of  conservatism  in  the
American  Independent  Party,   one  of  the  most  important.
The  other.  facets   sho-v.7  a  prog,ressive,   industrial,   commer.cial
and  technologically  modern  man.     An  important  variable
posed  between  the  ''old"  South  and  the  ''new"  South  here  is
the  concept  of  community  or emeins chaft .
Ferdinand  Tonnies'  formulation  of  the  I:emeinschaft-
gesellschaft  type  of  societies  provides  an  important
basis  for  an  analysis  of  conservative  and  ant,horitarian
trends  of  political  thinking.    FTuch  r.esearch  and  theory
since  Tonnies  seem  to  have  taken  his  theory  as  a  starting
point,   especially  in  systems  analysis.5    Tormies'   aim  was
5]',Zany  writers   in  sociolo£`y  have  beeri  accredited  with
using  Tonnies'   thought  as  the  I.oundation  for  systL`ms  theories.
9£ Fg±a_¥  scat,esle  and  i,eneral-
Pitirim  Sorokin  in  his Sociolo+[Tical  Theor.ies
"'grand  syst,ems'   of  socioloj:,iy  use  the  p`r'incip
1
burkheim,   F.   Tanriies,   `S.   Freud,
Talcot,t  Par`sons  in  The  Structure
ization   Or    .    .    .   I..I.   T./drebe
K.   }`JTarx"   and   others(p.a:2gLE.
Of  Social  ;.lotion  states   ''Tonnies'   classificat,ion   .   .   .  do
Evolve  di stinctions  of  basic  imrjoutance.t'    That  is  they  are"acceptable  as  the  basis  for  a  general  classific€tjtion  of
social  relationships,"  but  this  is  to  be  done  reservedly.(p.694)
Parson's  pattern  variables  are  also  an  expansion  of  Tonnies'
5
to  describe  as  well  as  map  the  types  of  society  that
resulted  from  a  specific  type  of  social  relationship.
Ttre  cor.e  of  his  two  ty.®es  of  social  relationshi.es  are   based
upon  '`naut,ral  will"  and  !`rational  will"7  which  when
extended  anon,?D  a  majority  of  a   society's.  human  a.roups,
determine  whether  the  society  is
fesellschaft.    The  translation  of
emeinschaft  or
eme i ns c haft is  usually
taken  to  mean  ''cormunity"  or  "sense  of  comnunit,y,"  while
f esellschaft  is  usually  translated  as  "societyt'  or
"association,"  with  the  latter`  being  favored  here  as  a
term  to  avoid  ambiguity  and  poirit  to  the  contrast  between
"community"  and  "association,"8  even  though  association
can  be  used  to  define  a  grouig  or`  social  relationship  in
either  ''comnunity"tor  "society.t'
classification  of  social  relationship.    ]`'any  political
scientists  seem  to  reflect..Tonnies'   classification  also,
especially  when  writin;*:  about  under.develo€£ed  ncit,ions  and
the  rrrocess  t,hey  are  g;oin4a:  throuf.:h  from  ti`aditiomlism  to
D.Lcrri..3r'.sJ   T:n+a   P+;fs,:=.'ir`.t`.   of   Traditionalmodernity  as  in
£9_C±e±, Todernizin tl~ic   I.'.iddle   J'.'jaL.,t.
ancl  Sidney  Verbs.   in  tli.a
so  Ga`oriel   jilmond
Civic   Culture  descr`ibe ty-=e,s   Of
cultures  that  seem  to  vary  on  the  basis  of  Tonnies'   classi-
fication:     par`ochial,   subject,,   and  Ftarticiluant  political
cultures.
6
`LLJ-,O  ,       A   uJ,I
C e s e I 1 s c i-ia
Ferdinand  Tonnies. Fundamental   Conce, StsEL-nLgFfif.-g#v¥8 -19.
7EEL.,   pp.14-16.
8Em.,  p.  378.
olf`   So ciolo
slEi`ted   by   C}:aries   P.
6
T'he  import,ant  aspect  of  either  "community"  or
''association"  is  that  a  predominant  type  of  social  relation-
ship  usually  pervades  a  given  society.     This  would  mean  that
people  would  govern  their  human  relat,ionships  and  activity
on  the  basis  of  ''nat-iural  will''  or  ''rational  will.''      The
question  then  is  how  does  the  human  act  of  volition  operat,e
and  how  does  it  efi`ect  conservative  and/or.  aut,hor.itar.ian
thinking?
In  the  use  of  "natural  will"  social  relationships
ar`e  formed  on  the  basis  of  fr`iendship,   on  neighbor.liness,
and  on  blood  relationships.     Human  interaction  takes
place  through  t,he   expression  o±`  a  fnan's   ''inherited  mode
of  thought  and  perception,''  his  ''for`efathers'   influence,
his  sentiment,   his  mind,   and  heart,   his  conscience."9
The  ''rational  will"  then  is  expressed  throuf;h  analytic
thinking  and  is  the  "directing  agentw4°  I.or  human  inter-
action  and  t,he  for.mat,ion  of  social  relationships.     Tonnies
is  quite  clear`  not  to  reciuire  one  t,ype  of  volition  to  the
exclusion  of  the  other,  both  can  exist  t,ogether,  but  t,he
''nat,ur`al  will't  must  precede  the  ''rat,ional  will"
developmentally.     Thus  youncg  People  and  women  will  tend  to
base  r`elat,ionships  on  ''natural  will''  because  of  t,heir
9EEL.,   p.15.
1toRE.,   p.  xvi.
\
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age  and  r.oles  requiring  closer  personal  and  enotional
human  bonds,   while  men  and  older  people  tend  to  use  a
''rational  vjill"  because  of  their  age  and  experience  and
professional  I.ole  as  v..or.ker,  businessman,   scientist,   etc.11
One  way  of  viewing  the  difference  is  that  "natur`al  will"  is
based  upon  close  personal  and  emotional  r.el.ationships
governed  by  tradition,   sometimes  irrationality,   non-
rationality  and  even  sometimes  irrationality.    But  ''rational
will"  is  based  upon  a  c®htracted  type  of  relationship  ration-
ally  selected  for  its  obl.igations  and  benefits'2to  parties
forming  t,he  contract.     So  when  human  relationships  are
predominantly  "nat,ural  will"  t,he  society  will  be  character-
ized  by  Ecmeinschal`t;   and  gesells`chaft  when  the  "I`ational
will"  is  predominant.     h'ow  Tor.nies  says  these  are  ideal
ty|]es  set  at,  two  e]ctl.emities  within  which  all  human  inter-
action  can  be  described.     They  may  never  be  found  in  their
pure  forms,   but  will  be  found  e.xist,ing  together.13    Though
as  with  volition, P:e neinschaft is  expected  to  be  in  existence
first.     Then  as  a   society  becomes  more  .complex  the  mor`e
gesellschaft-type  relations  abound.
Tonnies  has  been  riisint,eroret,ed  in  that  his
jremeinscLh.€ift-Fesellschaft,   concepts  are  considered  as  being
llEEL.,   p.  xvi.
t2Ehi.,   pp.   21-23.
t3EEL.,   pp.   xix,17-21.
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a  dichotomy;   they  are  not.     They  are  constantly  I.ecur.r`ing
r.elationships  throu&.h  time.     It  is  isossible  th.ough  that  one
may  predominate  8.  period  of  time,   or  a  t,ransition  period  of
disruption  mi&:ht  be  taking.  place.     But  ThThat  does  this  have
to  do  with  cons;Srvatism  and  authoritarianism?    Personality-
wise  the  basic  values  of  .i.emein8cl`icft  or Couriiunity  relation-
Ship  seem  to  be  based  u`-:,on  tradition,   duties  and  obligations
•  often  based  u:i`jon  an  ideal  as  the  Greek's  brotl`&erly  love
and  author.itv  based  ih  the  family.     Two  major.  rcla.tionships
here  are  the  fellowship  type  and  authoritat,ive  type.14
The  fellowshi:p  type  stresses  tradition,   and  sentiment  for
people  in  like  situations.    The  aut:n.oritat,ive  ty.pe  is  based
on  the  father-son  I.elationshiiO  and  is  to  bc  cons.idered  as
the  "brototype  of  all 9..emeinschaft-like  aut}i.ority  in  which
the  stronger  is  the  ward  of  the  weaker  as  a  duty  or
obli&:ation.W'5  These   same  two  ty.®es  can  be  found   in
esellschaft-l ike   rel€.tions,   exce¥.t  v,'hen  they  ar`?,  based  upon
a  Contrdct,   such  as  em®1oyer-employee,   ruler-ruled.16  ',ittile
£`emeinschaft   requires  obedience   and  uses  coercion  based  on'.;ii
traditional  author.icy, a a el i a c h ij ft` uses  leg;al  authority  to
force  or^e  to  ngeet  the  tor.ms  of  a  contract.     t\`IYith  these
relationships  there  seems  to  be  some  corr.espondence




with  conservatism,   stressing  tr.adition,  duties,  obligations,
and  the  authoritative  father  f igure.    £eme_i_nsc_h=3it  or
community  has  traditional  values  which  ar.e  nor.e  common  to
a  rural  or  agrarian  society}  as  the  South  has  been  previously
characterized.     These  are  values  of  primary  group  contacts,
emotional  face  to  face  human  relationships,  with  the
father  as  the  sole  or  most  i!nportant  authority  in  the
family,   acceptance  of  autr.ority,   conformity  and  established
r.outine  ways  of  life,  particularly  a  religious  and  moral
way  of  lif.-e.    1'¥'ithin  this  is  the  argument  for  the  close
correspondence  of  conservatism  and  authoritarianism  with  a
nsense  of  corrmunity."  Also  important  to  the  argument  is
one's  ascribed  role  and  his  acceptance  of  it.     So  while
the  South  has  accepted  and  lived  with  this  well  integrated,
coherent  sense  of  com:munity,   it  has  riioved  through  time.     It
has  had  to  face  the  onslau€;ht  of  a  modem  industrial  society
or.  I?esellschaft  type.    t\rith  the  a.routh  of  cities  it
seems  inevita`c7le  the  characteristics  of  a  r:esellschaft
society  gr.ows  with  it.     Ifore  I.ational,   calculated  secondary
human  contacts  grow  with  it  as  machines  and  scientific
administrative  charts  are  imposed  on  the  lives  and  work  of
men.     Authority  is  nor.e  diffused;   though  conformity  and
established  ways.  of  lire  are  required,   religious  life  and
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morality  play  a  less  importaut  role,17  Authorit,arian  trends
do  not   see;in  to  be  reduced  by  the  advent  of esellschal-t
since  a  more  ordered  society  is  needed  to  meet  the  duties
of  a  contractual   social  relationship  which  in  the  end
may-not  be  able  to  depend  upon  tradition  for  enforcem.ent,
but  rather  force  or  coercion..
The  apr,eal  of  tI"`/allace's  conservatism  and  state's
right,s  seems  t,o  rest  on  the  basis  of  community  as  opposed
to  a  more  rat,ional  society.    The  collectivit,y  of  our
modern   socic=.ity  with  all  its  machines  and  secondary
relationships  has  helped  to  create  alienation  in  the  form
of  anorLiie,   fear,   helplessness  and  other  anxieties  in
people  that  have  exper.ienced  the  phenomena  of  community.
In  this   sensL`  the  appeal  of  ',.;allace  and  his  I.i`ovement  is
not  restricted  entirely  to  t,he  South.     Ur.ban  and  indust,rial
regions  of  the  nation  may  be  as  suseptible  v\thether  in  the
r\Tortl-least,   South,   I.,?ideast,   or  Farw.'est.     The  onslau5-ht  of
the  Vietnam  i.I,Tar,   civil  rights  disturbances,   riots,   Car!pus
rebellions  and  ot,her  acts  of  violence  suggests  danger  and
disruption  to  the  individual,  his  group,  his  rigr.ts  to  a
happy  and  sa±`e  life  arid  his  right,  to  own  property  and
17Ibid .
in
have  it  protected.     It  is  hypothesized  then,  the  twentieth
century  has  moved  at   such  a  rapid  pace  that  mahy  Americans
are  not  far  removed  from  many  of  the  values  of  conmunity
with  its  established  routines  and  simplicity  of  living.
It   seems  to  be  an  accepted  fact  that  our  hurLn,an  values  can
not  keep  pace  with  t,echnological  progress  or  that  a
''cultural  lag:"  exists.
The  context  of  T.ji-allace's  appeal   seems  to  be  his
straightforward  solutions  t,o  problems  of  violence| from
crime  in  the  streets  to  order  on  college  ca.mpuses,   civil
rights  demonstrations,   and  solving  the  war  in  Vietnam.     His
conser`vative  appeal  offers  the  'teasy"  solution  to  the
pr`oblem  facing  t,he  anxious,  fear`ful  or  alienated  man.     It
is  an  answer  which  appeals  to  authority  t,o  use  for.ce  to  keep
order.     1`I'allace  g.ives  a  direct  answer  for  his  solution wliich
is..,  often  6ontr.ary  to  t,he  ''democratic  rules  of  the  game"
he  particiF,aces  1.`'ithin,   to  invoke  the   sense  of  com.rnunity
that  many  seem  to  value.    The  civil  rights  movement  strives
f or  liberties  that  have  traditionally  t)een  denied  to  many
minorit,ies.     The  challeng:e  of  the  civil  rii:.:his  movement  is
often  questioned  as  disrupting  tradition,  what  Wallace
mig`nt  call  anarchy.     The  so-called  anarchy  on  college
campuses,   he  proposes  should  be  met  hal.shly  without  a
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chance  for  reconciliation,  the  old  order  of  authority
should  be  restored,   even  if  it  is  segregated.    The  order
and  tranquility  of  the  gemeinschaft  would  then  be  more
important  than  change  and  progress  toward  achieving  the
ideal  of  political  equality.
WLaw  and  order"  became  T,/allace's   ca.xpaigh  sloganl
It  demonstrates  a  need  for.  order  throu:h. law,   but  American
society  doe:  have  laws.    .If  these  laws  are  no  longer
capable  of  keeping  order  they  should  be  changed.     The
conservative  may  want   change,   none  at  all,   or  a  token   (slow)
or  regressive  change.     The  liberal  looks  forwar.d  to  change
and  hopefully  a  better. future.     '.ITha*  type  of  change  American
society  has  is  then  decided  at  the  election  Dolls.
The  type  of  law  1,`i'allace  wants   seems  to   be  a  repl.ession
of  civil  liberties  for  the  sake  of  property  rights.    If  it
is  conservative  and  anti-libertarian  it  is  hoped  a  relat,ion-
ship  can  be  found  between  the  conservatism,   especially  in
the  American  Independent  Party,   and  autrjoritarianiam  which
may,  in  its  desire  for  property  rights, squash  its  own
individualism.
In  a  democratic  society  the  need  for  order.ly  change
through  dissent  in  v.'hich  the  individual's  rights  are
balanced  with  the  power  of  the  state  (nat,ional,   state,
and  local)   poses  problems  for  elements  of  conservative
1.3
authoritarianism.     Inherent  iB  this  problem  is  t,he  threat
to  the  individual  and  his  rights.    Today,   collectivism
seems  to  be  a  dominant  theme  in  American  society  in  'fl.'hich
`/ielfare,   bureaucr`acy  and  government  regulations  try  to
serve  the  group,  the  majority.    That  the  welf€,re  state  is
with  us  is  hardly  polemical.     This  collect,ivism  and
''welfar.e  statism"  has  occured  within  the  der.iocratic   ''rules
of  the  ga.Tie"  which  stresses  one  important  aspect  of  the
st,udy--privat,e  property.    Privat,e  property  is  a  part  of
the  ''rmles  of  the  game."     It   is  a  hinc].erance  to  the  groi..,+h
of  a  well-are  state.     In  turn  the  welfare  st,at,e  is  a
hinder.ance  t,o  the  individual's  rights,   even  if  it  attempts
to  further  t,hose  rights,  p3.rticularly  private  propert,y.
This  seems  to  be  the   crux  of  ',fallace's  condemnat,ion  of
centralized  government,   the  federal  coul.ts,  and  national
mass  media.     If  we  can  hold  credence  to  the  tradition  of
the  southern  cultural  norms  mentioned  above,  t,he  source
of  Wallace's  ideology  has  been  delineated.
Up  to  now  there  has  been  several  ele.nents  in  t,his
thesis.     These  elements  seem  to  be  highly  interrelat,ed
theoretically.     The  appeal  of  Wallace  as  a  1968  Presidential
candidat,e  does  seem  to  rest  on  conservat,ism,   st,ate's
rights,   aut,horitarianism  and  a  ''sense  of  communit,y."
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Especially  in  the  South  these  elements  seem  t,o  have  a
strong  presence  along:  with  the  democr.atic  ''rules  of  the
game"  and  private  pr.operty.
The  sense  of  coiT.rmnity  has  been  talked  about.     It
seems  this  sense  of  com.unnity  supiiorts  the  ?olitica.i
thinking  of  conservatisin.     Defining  conservatism  is  import-
ant,   but  also  a  problem.     Triis  chapter  only  br.iefly  looks
int,o  conservat,ism.     Per.haps  tradition  and  r.ever`ence  for  i,
tradit,ion  and  the  past;   a  view  of  human  natul.e  as  bad;
respect  for  authority;  and  expecting  conformit,y  best  flefines
conservatism  for  nowlt8    [lere  the  elemental,   pr.imary  gr.oup
relations  of  com:`iunity  best  fit  in  to  established  ways  of
life  and  the  reliance  on  tradition.    Essential  also  to
conservat,ism  is  the  private  ownership  of  land,   especially
in  an  agricultural  society  wh.ere  land  is  the  source  of
wealth.  .  In  the  South  where  state's  r`ights  found  its
fir.st  application,   pr.ivate  property  has  always  been  important.
Since  state's  rights  also  has  a  st,ake  in  preserving  the
status £i¥i,   it  seerr,s  to  osfer  conservative  solutions  to
social  and  political  problems.
18james  P.   Young*   I
Ideolo I iE ire United
he  Polit,ics  of  Affluence
Scat,es   L]irice   l„`or.ld   lt:tar   11±,  PP. 86-92 .
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State's  rights  ,may  not  be  theoretically  lihked  to
authoritarianism,  but,  it  is  historically  lihked  to  it  in
the  South  because  of  the  other  elements  of  commurLity,
private  propert,y  and  conservatism.    The  authoritarian
personality  as  defined  by  F.obert  Lane  best  describes  the
traits  that  fonr.  the  syndrome  of  the  authoritarian  attitude:
desire  t,o  submit,  to  str.on&:  leaders
desire  to  dominate   ±'Jel-.sons  and  groups  seen
as  weaker  tl`:an  oneself
tendency  to  seek  destructive  and  aggressive
solutions  to  pr`o'olems  as   contr`asted  to
an  attitude  of  toler.ance  and  corrtp-romise
tendency  t,o  accept   superst,itutious  or               J®
supernat,ural  explanations  and  to  avoid
scienfific  exp.lanations
tendency  to   se3  individuals  as  me.r.ibers  of
favorable  or  unfavorable  types  rather
than  as  unique  hun.an  being.s
cyn:;:::i::i:-:::.::::;I:.::iE;o5,:e:;`emotives
tendency  to   I:.roject   one's   oii,7n  i-.rLotivations  On
obhers  ex.€ecting  others  to  res,I;ond  as
one's  self  does
t,endency  to  Value  conventional  attitudes
and  behavior,   and  to  reject  deviants,
stressing  conformity
ten8±::tint:£±::0:±p±:::.::I:let:t±%:  S£:  to
event,s  in  one's  life   {anti-intraception)
tendency  t,o  see  situations  in  terms  of  power
a  f::f :£a:eiuac[h` f#:La:::?.S :I.e , .a,.5`?nation
I.'i'ithin  these  listed  traits  can  be  found  some  relation.ships
with  conservatism  and  comtriunity.     I'`:ost  notable  are   ethno-
centrism,   conventional  values  and  attitudes,   avoidance  of
]9Roberb  h.   Lane,"Political  Per.sonality  anci  Electoral
T.I          .                   ,,I      `rT  T,r     ,  i^,~  \V6l   XJLIX    (1955)IAmerican  Political  Science  fieviewChoice , ''
pp.173-190
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scientific  explanation  and  others.     I.-.ruch  time  could  be
spent  here  on  the  t,hesis  and  these  above  elements,
clarification  of  these  r.ela.tionships  will  be  dealt  with
later,
First  means  of  st,udying  the  elem`ents  of  the  thesis
must  be  set  up.     To  investigate  fur.ther  the  appeal  of
'v`Jallace  and  the  exis.t,ence  of  conservatisn,   the  study  turns
t,o  a  brief  content-analysis  of  two  major  documents.     These
documents   seem  to   present   '-I-,'all€`;ce's   ideology  'oest.      A  j![£}±
York  Tines int,erview  with  George  i,'i-allace  at  Dallas,   Texas
(September   17,1968);20  and  the   Amer`ic€in  Independent
Platform  for  the  presic!ential  cambaifi`n   (October`  13,1968
also  of  New  York  Times)2t   `.7ere  the  two  documents  used.
Three  major  questions  were  kept  in  mind  as  the  object  of
the  study  and  content,-analysis.
Is  scat,e's  rights  a  relevant  polit,ica.1  doctrine  today?
Does  conserve.tism  suppress  individual  liber`ties
f or  property  rights?
Does  such  a  conservatism  relate  to  authoritarianism?
2°wwa||ace  Interview  at  Dallast"
September  26,   1968.
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!!£±£  ¥grJs  Times,    October.1/+,    1968.
New  York   Tiries`
"Excerpts  From  American  Independent   Platfor!n,"
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It  is  hop.ed  that  the  answerin&`  of  these  questions
can  be  fulfilled  by  the  content-analysis.     But  Such  a  hope
should  be  limited  in  optimism.     ','Jhat  the  study  `.`7ill  try
to  do  is  to  follow  up  the  cont,ent-analysis  by  developing
a  quest,ionnaire  on  the  basis  of  the  rc8ults  and  the
conservative  ideolo{*=y.     A  pilot   study  of  the  popular
response  to  1',Tallace's  appeal  on  the  basis.  of  conservatism,
author`itarianism,   sta.te's  r`iE.hts,   privat,e  property  and
other`  supportive  issues  `.Jill  follow.
CHAPTliR   11
A.       CONTHl.FT-ANAI.YSIS
The  content-analysis  of `two  documents  relevant  to
'i'`+'allace's  camr,aign  will  be  of  key  symbols,   sit:nil.icant
segments  or  sections,   and  symbolic  themes.22  The  key
symbols,   significant  segments  or  sections  and  symbolic
themes  will  deal  with  state's  rii`,ht,s,   conser.vative
ideology,   authoritarianism,   and  proper.ty  rights.     Obviously
these  themes  will  now  be  more  specifically  defined.
1.     Symbol  counts--concerhs  the  identification
and  countinS;.  of  key  syTritjols,   at   the   center
of  attention  in  an  audience  in  a  restricted
fashion;   they  ar.e  obviously  chosen  by  the
writer  for  this  attention-value  and  expected
appeal .
One-dimensional  classificat,ion  of  symbols--
this  is  t,he  ssr,ie  as  above--symbol  counts--
but  ar`e   classi±`ied  as  ne£:ative  or.  posit,ive,
favor.able  or  unfavora.ole.     It  may  show  secur`ity
or  insecurity  or  confidance  in  one's  propa-
ganda .
Item-analysis--is  the  classification  of  segments
of  sections  of  a  proi=af::anda  piece.     It  is  the
selection  of  signil`icant  or  insi..ini£`icant  items
for  attention  Halue.     That  is  to  select.  items
that  apt=eal  to  central  or  Peripheral  interests
of  an  audience.
Thematic-analysis--is  the  dealing  with  cumul€-tive
efi`ects  of  a  serries  of  items  that  are  classif ied  as
ex|,\licit,  or  implicit  syr.ibolic  themes  in  a  document.
22Robert   K.   }I.fertoni
pp.    512-516.
Social  Theorv  and  Social  Structure
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•`.A final  method  of  analysis  can  be  used  to  demonstrate
integration  of  the  pr`evious  methods.23  This  is  structural
analysis  that  seeks  to  discel.n  if  sever.al  themes  in  one
document  are  complementary,   inte.grating  or  inter.fering.
®o  these  themes  basically  agree  with  each  other  ort  do  they
work  at  cross-purposes.
A  content-analysis  could  be  very  complicated  and
involved.     rl'.his  content-analysis  will  be  descrir>tive  and
as   s.im.pie  as  possible.
8.      D£SCRIPTICI`.,'   oF   col.:TEr`T-A}.`:j}.L¥sls
The  content-analysis  of  t,he  '..J'allace  ihterview  and
Amer.ican  Party  Platform  should  focus  on  the  thr.ee  questions
that  were  posed  above  and  t]-ie  symbols,   items  and  then}es
related  to  them..   The  contents  of  the  ti..fo  documents  will
be  gI`ouped  under  the  four  topics:     state's  rights,   conser-
vative  ideolo€:y,  property  ri:hts,   and  authoritarianism.
The  topic  of  property  rights  will  be  signil`icant  in  t,he
ot,her  three  topics  and  may  or  may  not  be  analyzed  seperately
or  in  conjunction  with  the  other  topics.
As  with  any  rtresident,ial  ca:T}Faign  year,   issues,
due  to  argumentation  and  gr.oup  appeal,   seem  to  be  muddled.
Thou€:h  the  issues  often  seem  clear  when  presented  from
23Ibid.
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one  viewpoint,  they  are  also  often  closed  minded  or  parcial
in  opinion--ideolo€L.i.cal  in  character.     That  is  why  it  would
do  well  to  view  the  issues  as  they  are  i}.r`esented  in  a
favorable  v.Jay  to  tw'allace. .   The  follotA/ins   issues  are  from
a  comparison  of  policy  stands  between  the  th.ree  najor`
Presidential   candidates--Tj'.j'allace,   Nixon,   Humphrey}24
On  domestic issues:
Crime
•Anarchy  and  Riots
Sch6ol  Control  and  Bussing
Courts   (federal  courts)




Private  Proper.ty  Rights
Free  Enter`prise
Welfal.e   Stat}e
Gun  Control
National  Def ense
Centre.1ized  Government  and  Elite  ftule
fe rorei,rn  issues:
Vietnam
Nuclear.  .F,Teapons





lect,ion  lssT`ue.      oct
Trade  with  Communit5ts
communist  Tw'Orld   I)omination
Foreig.n  Aid
Candidates  Stand--the  Issues  at  a
+4L  Journal  of  Political  Lducat,ion-oi;el.,19C>6,    pp
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Since  this  analysis  is  concerned  mainly  with  George
Wallace's  appeal,   a  classification  can  be  made  of  these
issues  above  to  the  four  topics:     state's  rights,
conservatism,   property  righ.ts,  and  authoritarianism--fr.om
V.`.allace's  viewpoint.     But  fir.st  a  description  of  .i`irallace's
views:
Wallace's  Policy  Stands from  Statecraft25
Crime:     "Strongly  supports  law  and  order;   stands
behind  the  p.olice."
Anarchy  and  Riots:     "'.-.t'ill  crush  riots  with  a  swift  blow."
School  Control  and  Bussingi     "Sup.r.torts  control;
against  forced  bussing..'t
Open  Housing:     "Strongly  opposes  forced  housing."
Private  Propert,y  P.icghts:     ''Stauncb  Defender"  of.
Free  Enterprise:     ''Fimly  support,s:     .   .   .  is  the  best
way  to  create  social  progress."
Job  Security:     "Supports:t'  op!3oses  federal  regulation
of  job  market.
Racism:     "Not  a  r`acist,;   op.poses  black  racism"   .   .   .
stronti::1y  opposes   ''black  ext,remists."
Courts:     "Opposes  Supreme  Court  dictatorship."
1'i-elf are  Scat,e:     "Opposes  welfare  cheaters   .   .   .   and
Federal  encroachment  in  state's  welfare
programs:     wants  scales  to  be  fr`ee  to
handle  as  they  want  to."
25Ibid.
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Domestic   Communist   Subversion:     "opposes  Co:rirmnists
in  government:"  will
remove  then  from  high
security  jobs  and  public
schools.
Gun  Control:     "Opposes"  strongly.
Centralized  Government:     'tstrongly  o|)poses:     Realizes   .   .   .
liberal  pr.o£:ratTis  are  totalitarian
3::  ::3E::ntg.::i!.::dp:gpil:' isolc-ted
Vietnam:     '''.;J.ill  Eec  U.S.   out  if  victory  i:r.possible.
Favors  negot,iations  but  will  not,  sell  out,  our
fighting  men."
National  Defense:      ''7b\7ill   str`engthen;"   opposes  wartime
control  of  milir.dry  `oy  lino-win''  civilians.
opposes   disarrTiariient.
Tr.ade  with  Corrmunists:     "Against:"   only  supporting   Communists.
Nuclear  ',`i-Capons:      "Supr,orbs   strong   defense."     Opposes
d i sa r!nament .
Communist  1,I.rorld  Don,ination:     "Fin  and  determined  opposition."
Foreign  Aid:     ''-,iants  cutback.''
The   U.]\T.:      WGpposes   U.N.   sover.eignty   over  U.S."
This  list,  of  issues  p.rovides  a  good  guide  for  the
analysis  of  the  Dallas   inter.view  and  the  J``imerican  Independ-
ent  Platform.     But  .all  are  not  r'elevant  to  the  four  topics--
state's  rights,   conservat,ism,   property  rig.hts,  and
authoritarianism.     So  the  ones  relevant  to  the  three
questions  that  were  posed  above  will  be  selected,   riainly
on  domestic  issues.
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Is  state's  rights  a  relevant  .t}olitical  doctrine?
Issues,   s.ymbols,   themes,   etc.
Centralized  Government  and  Elite  Rule
Courts                                                        `.felfare  State
School  6ontr.ol  and  Bussing             Free  Enterprise
G0LPL:nc;i:]€:::+g                                           ;:5v3::u:f3;e rty  rc±L hts
Racism
I)oes  the  conservatism  of  the  Am.erican  }'arty  suppress
individual  li`oerties  fort  propert,y  rights?
Issues,   symbols,   themes,   etc.
Private  Property  rights                    Centralized  Government
Free  Enterprise                                        and  alice  Rule
CI`irlie                                                                 it'ational  Defense
Anarch:7  and   riots                                  Vietnam
Racism                                                                Domestic   Corrmunist   Sub-
version
Foreig.n  Aid
Does  the  conservatism  of  the  American  Party  relate
to  authoritar`ianisn?
€£3u:::v:::%°::;s€±:-:js)   etc.     (siriilar  t,o
Pr.ivate  Property  Rii'hts
Crime
Anarchy  and  Riots     .
Racism  .








These  issues  can  be  converted  into  the;nes  that  utilize
items  or  se£:ments  that  similar`ly  correspond  to  1,'I-allace's
policy  stancls:
Iiocal  Governrtent(+)
The  Feder`al  Judie
Private  Property
Crime  and  Disorder
Cities  and  Suburb
Job  OF,portunity(i )
Our  Senior  Cit,izens(+)




These  items  or  segments  of  the  platfo]rm  can  be  seen  to
have  symbols  for  attention  value.     Beside  the  syri'ibol  is
a   (+)   or   (-)   or   (-+);   this  attempts  to  show.  the  positive
or  ne£.ative  ap.Tieal  upon  which  T,.iTallace   plaris  his   speech.
If  it  is  positive  the  item  and  symbol  is  attacked,  usually
as  cont,rary  to  the   ''American  way  of  life."    1'i'hen  both   (-+)
appear,  '.`Jallace  has  something  to  say  on  both  sides  of  the
issue,  usually  attacking  the. present  admi,nistration  and
telling  how  he  would  remedy  the  problem  of  the  issue.
It  is  important  to  note  that  'tj`,'allace  bases  his
appeal  on  more  or  less  well  kno'fm  facts  as  riots,   crime,
city  problems,   the  Supreme  Court,   health  care  and  so  on.
These  ap5)ear  in  the  news  very  often.     In  viewing  all
campaign  literatur`e  as  Fropa€::anda,   the   propa€`;anda  of  fact
has  an  important  point  that   should  be  made.     Facts,
"concrete  incidents.` ...... serve  as   a   .   .   .   model  tw'hich  helps
orient  people  to  a  I)art  of  the  world   .   .   .   they  live  in.N26
The  fact  speaks,   instead  of  opinion.     Usually  people  shun
personal  opinions  `oec&use  there  are  so  many  that  are
conflicting:  and  confusing  or  that  t,hey  resent.     The  facts,
as  '.i`'i'allace  presents  the!n  in  the  issues,   appeal  or  get
attention  because  people  see  thegiv  in  their`  ever9day    life
or  read  or  listen  to  them  over  radio  and  television.
pp.   524:F2,g:Ion,
Soc.ial I._h€`pr=y  al Social  Structure gE.di.
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They  are  at  the  center  of  attention  and  help  to  orient
the  person  to  a  general  explanation  of  events--:,`i'allace's
explanation.    They  are  often  startling  facts  that,   in
effect,  get  attention  (attention-value);  are  readily
difl`used  in  everyday  conversation  and  experiences   (diffusion-
value) ;  and  helps  inst,ill  confidence  in  t,he  people  that
'®\Tallace  appeals  to   (confidence-value).     Thus  in  using  this
t,ype  of  propaganda  wit,h  a  mixture  of  his  own  opinions
also  based  in  facts   (i.gL.   the  Supr`eme  Court  is  a  dictator-
ship;   it  has  taken  cont,rol  of  our  schools  through  federal
guidelines),   T,i,Jallace  hopes  to  guide  the  voter  to  vote
for  him   (guidance-va|ue} .27
So  the  inse  of  fact.s  and  factual  event,s  are  expressed
in  the  symbols  favorably  and  unfavorably,  and  in  t,he  items
as  significant,  for  act,ent,ion-va`lue  as  well  as  the  other
values  of  the  pr`opaganda  of  fa.ct.     The   symbols  and  it,ems
are  significant  and  also  find  considerable  support  in  t,he
voting  populat,ion,   especially  in  t,he  South.     Before  dei`ending
the  use  of  a  cross-section  of  ¢W-allace's  folloi^/ers,   especially
in  the  Sout,h,   it  would  do  well  to  look  at  the  dominant
t,hemes  of  the  items  and  symbols  \\'ithin  the   items  and  t,hemes
27Ibid,
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found  in  the  ''/unerican  Party  Platform"  and  the  '''i^J-allace
Interview  at  Dallas."    The  reason  that  a  more  extensive
look  at  the  interview  will  not  be  taken  is  because  it  is
so   similar  to  and  uses  quite  the  same  l£-`nfuage  as  the
party  platform.
CHAPTER   Ill
STATE   RIG[ITS
'                 In  166kin,g  at  dominant  themes  in  the  issues,   symbols
and  items,   one  sees  the  particular  theme  of  st``j.te's  rights
•expressed  in  the  items  of  Local  Cover?nment,   the  Federal
Judiciary,  Private  Property,  Cit,ies  and  Suburbs,   and
the  National  Economy.     The  main  issue  here  is  cent,ralized
government  and  so-called  elite  rule.     Under  Local  Government
(+),Wallace  wants  to  retur`n  federal  powers  to  the  state
and  local  levels  of  government,   away` from  the  "privileged''
rulin€g  class.     In  doing   so  he  stresses   such  syribols  as  school
control  and  bussin=  and  forced  state  reap.portionmeut  by  the
Supreme  Court.     The  Federal  Court   (-)   especially  is  an
area  of  critic]..sin  becfJuse  of  its  decisions  in  school
dese&;reg&tion,   civil  ri,ghts  and   so  on.     The  symbols  of  gun
coutr`ol,   open-housin£`  and  the  welf:ire   st£=`te  are  further
expansions  of  federal  power  over  the  states.     The  attempt
to  use  federal  money  in  the  cities,  to  renew  or  rebuild,
is  criticized  and  Wallac©  offers  a  plan  for  better  federal,
state  and  local  cooperatior„   es^®ecially  with  private
industry  through  a  pro¢p:ram  of  industriaJi diversification
and  dec®ntraliz&tion.
A  secondary  theme  to  state's  rights  r,light,  be  viewed
ag  preser+inaq;  democratic  traditions  against  a  growing  collect-
ivism  found  in  t,he  welfare   stc],te.     In  this  sense  pl`ivate
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property  rights   (+)   is.a  powerful  weapon  '.ai'allace  can  utilize
against  his  op.©osition  which  leans  furt,her.  to  the  political
left  than  h®  does.     In  the  ''I)alias  int,erview"  1'i.allace  stated,
''The  man  who  goes  out   and  works  25  years  for  a  home,   works
everyday  and  then  his  home  is.'ourned  down,   he  is  mad!"
Here  Wallace  does  aD@eal  to  lower  and  middle  class  working
peoples  who  have  had  to  wol`k  hard  for  their  home  or  piece
of  prop,er€y.    '`''.Jallace  also  defends  free  enterprise.     In  fact
free   enter.£r.ise  becomes..part  of  a  lar`ger  argumer.t  against
feder`&l  regulation  of  the  national  econor.y  in  v,7hich  free
competitiori.  sr,ould  be  restored.     Giant  corporations  would
b®  forced  to  shal`e  a  larger  pE:..rt  of  the  tax  burden.
T±ese  t,hemes  and  isE:iues  are  only  briefly  discussed,
but  the  discussior.  does   show  the  i`:.roblem  of  defendin.g  a
state's  rig`l-Its  :„3osition.    Polit,ically  it  is  difi`icult  and
suggests  goat,®'s  rigkts  may  no  lan:er  be  relevant  as  a
political  doctrine.     Especially  toda`y  wh'ith  t'ae  need  for  a
lard-e  and  secure  natiorial  pot.,'er,   8tate's  rig;.hts  fir.ds
itsell`  in  contradictory  ]t;osit,ions.     For  instance  any
pr`esidential  candidat,e  .must  ap=pe8.i  to  all  grou;es  who  look
for  financial  security.     And  ev(?n  Wallace  proposed  more
extended  aid  to  t}-,e  senior  cit,izen  and  the  enlargemer^t  of
health  car.e  facilities  und®`r  I.I:edic&r`e.     Traditionally
8tat®'S   I.ie®:hts  wo.s  a  Constitu.cional  device  for
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protect,ing,.  vested  F`ropel.ty  interest,s,   mail`ily  ai;rarian  vs.
industrial.28     i3ut  since   the  Civil  War  the  concept  of
st&te's  I.iEhts  becapr,e  aI.`olitical,   and  was  used  to
encoura=`e  inaction  in  both  state  and  federal  ;=overnment
dur.in.:  the  'jr`a  of  P.obber  Barons  and lais se z-f a i re stpiF,.r,in8
iti  of  whatever  ''1iberal  or  hur.ianitarian  elerientsw  it  had.29
It  beca:ne  a  doct,rime  to  protect  vested  interest,s  iri  I,rivate
propert,S  and  legal  contracts  based  on  self-inter`est,
hardly  any  theory.
Even  in  political  theory,   the  scat,e's  rights
doctr'ine  has  always  been  inconsistent   so  whenever  eitln.er
political  I,.arty  is  out  of  'bower  they  have  invoked  state's
rights.     Today  especially  the   inconsistency  sho``7s  1..t.hen
Southern 6on€:ressional  r.e.I)resentat,ives  talk  about   scat,e
sovereignty  but  "go' to  the  federal  treasury  with  outstret,ched
and  eager  hands."30    Piobert  J.  Harris  in  his  article
presents  data.  on  federal  f=rants  t,o   states,   shot+ling  a  depend-
ence  of  the  state  on  the  grant.     Surely  the  federal f overnment
is  not   ''an  enemy  of  the  states."     ''A  technolo€.ice.1  and
28Robert  I.   Harris,   Wstate`l..s.,+::ights  and  1/ested
I,  - , A  \XV(!\`'ovember,1963)i   pp.   457-59.itics"  Journal  of`  PolInterests,
29EL.,   pp.   460-61.
3°EEL.,   p.   470.
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industrial  order  character.ized"  by  t,he  need  for  a  ''considel`-
able  amount  of  unity  .   .   .  a  \`Jide  rant:e  of  political  ancl
economic  powers,   should  not  be  detenTiined  or  .influenced
by  outworn  shibboleths  which  were  pop;ular  in  some  quarters
a   century  at¥o.W3t          Today.`    modern  society  with  au   it,s
industry  and  t,echnolo€:y  and  interdependence;   a  federal
union  of  states;   and  a  grov,'ing  welfare  state,   state's
rights  is  more  a  catch  phr.ase  than  a  plan  of  action.
Its  proponents  only  :ive  voice  t,o  it  as  it  suits  theil`
interests.     Though  some   southern  politicians  have  honestly
used  it  by  virt,ue  of  possessin6.  values  of  co:!1'riunity  and
Conservatism.     So  is  state's  ri`ghts  relevant  today?    It
would  seem  it  is  not.     Today  a  state's  rights  doctrine  has
no  basis  for  oolitical  author.ity,   excel)t  i.v-hen  construed
f ron  the  dele£-abed  and  reser.ved  powers  clause  ol--  the
Constitution.    Thus  ulti.nete  political  authority  rests
with  the  Federal  Government  not  the   st€..tes.     But  givin€:
voice  to  state's  rights  does  have  a.  purpose.    Traditionally
the  doctrine  has  been  ''an  institutional  device  for  better
preserving  the  rights  of .a  peorjle  of  a  state,W32   even
though  the  state  no  loncqer  has  any  final  power over.  the
3]EEi±.,   p.   /+71.
32A|an  Pend|eton  Grimesi
1967,   pp.   267.
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f ederal  union.    Obviously  it  can  still  be  a  "battlecry"
to  help  preserve  individual  liber¢ies  by  usinga  public
opinion.     fifallace's  ap:-jeal  to  the  American  voter  may  B..e
just  that-
CIIAPTER   IV
THij   ELzj?.'rii.ITs   oF   cc;I.jsEi-tvATlsl,:   Aiun   AurHORIT;-+.ritlAI.;Isl'.?
The  ne3ct  major  ther!ie  that  is  to  be  looked  at  is
that  of  conservative   ideolo£:y  and  aut,hor`itarianism.     The
reason  that,  both  theries  are  treated  together  is  because  of
their  similarit,y  in  the  use  of  political  issues.     Also,
as  research  rjoints  out  as  in  Rokeach  i.  ±i.,  E±g 9E±Zi
and  Closed
onalit'vPers
I:E±i,  and  Adorno  fi.  e|. ,The  Authoritarian
both  themes--conservat,ism  and  aut,horitarianism-^
are  fairly  well  inte€:rated  on  issues  of  legitimat,e  authority
intolerance,  and  org.anization  of  att,itudes  and  beliefs.
These  triree  factor.a  may  also  tie  in  with  an  anti-liber-
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tarianism  attitude  and  personality.    The  themes  of  conser-
vatism  and  authoritarianism  !nust  now  be  looked  at  seperately
and  then  see  how  they  are  integrated  not  only  with  each
other,  but  hopefully  with  the  content-analysis.
The  first  task  is  the  delineat,ion  of  the  conservative
ideology.     For  this  there  are  jmahy  classil-ications  ',.`7hich
are  even  cohtradictory,   but  one  must  choose,   even  thout::h
arbitrarily.    Perhaps  the  best  classification  of  the
conser`vative  ideolo£~;y.  is  ]tlcclosky's:
33Especially  Rokeach,   I±± 9j2£E  j±±± Closed iae,    _p_a_s_sipr_.
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I:T£:e±3yae:.::::¥:h:£3;I::c±t::n£?f[±V#].ir,";a::rned
"wickedness,   unreason,   and  the  urtcjJ;e  to   violence
::£::±o:,+,t,£]:§sE::i.f:  tE:  £:rtaa±:]L2€dc±¥:::::g,
doomed  to  irr:=,erl`ection,   and  inclined  to  license
and  anarchy.
2.     "Society  is  niled  by  divine  intent"(j':irk)   and
made  leg-itinate  by  Providence  artd  r}erscr.iption.
Reli&.ion  ''is  t}-ie  foundatiozi  of  civil   societ,y"
(Huntin¢-:ton)   and  is  .rnan's  ultimate  defense
against  his  owr.  evil  i.'r^pulses.
6.
Society  is  or`g:anic,   r>lural,   inor.dinately
cor`ir)1ex,   t,he  product  of  a  ion:=  and  painful
evolution,   embodyiri.g  the  accumulated  wisdom
of  previous  historical  a,:,;.es.     Ther`e  is  a
presumption  in  fat..or  of  -i..Thatei;er  has  survived
the  ordeal  of  history,  and  of  any  institution
that  has  been  tried  and  found  to  work.
rL?an's  traditional  in}`ieritance  is  -r`ich,   €:.:rand,
endlessly  proliferat.ed  and  .T.:vrsteriously
deserving  oi`  veneration  and  not  to  be  cast  away
lightly  in  favor  of  the  narro`..'  uniformity
i;::£:i? b¥h::fyh±::e::  £:dd:::Ci:::tar:'ince
reason,   whiczi  ,:`ives   r.ise  to  t-fieory,   is  a
deceptive,   shallotw'  and  li€Tiited  instrum.ent.
ChantTe  must  theriefore  be  resisted  and  the
in,.junction  heeded  that  ''unless  it  is
::c:;i:::`:"tfe::`:gil:`.,i?i!rmT::':::3:y":3ta
devourini.:  conflagration  ii!ore  ol`ten  t,ban  it
is  a  torch  of  I:.rogress."(Kirk)
}'.ion  are  riaturally  unequal  and  society
requires   ''or`ciers  and  classes''  jf.f`or  the  i-:ood
of  all.     All  effor`ts  at  level.in=:  are  i`utile
and  lead  to   despair   (liil.k  and  ftossi.i-,er)
for  they  violate  the  natural  hierarchy  and
frustrate  mch's  "ion::in,{:  for  leadershi}:I."
The  superior  classes  :,lust  be  allowed  to
differentiat,e  theriselves  and  to  have  a
hand  in  the  dii-.ection  oi`  the   st,ate',   balancing
the  numerical  su.I.eriority  or  the  inferior
classes.
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Order,   authol.icy,   and  comr;^iunity  are   the
primary  del`ense  against  the  impulse  to
violence  and  anarc}-1:r.     The  sup,ei-iority  of
duties  over  ri`.!::hts  and  the  need  to  stren3then
the  stabilizinrc;  of  institutions  of  society,
:££:C:,:i:`:t:h.:r:::=:S:3Zhe  fa:nilyi  and  above
This  classification  of  the  conse.rvative  ideology  is
by  no  means  the  one   coml)letely  aEr`eed  ur~`on.     It  has  the
traditional  character  of  Burke  when  he  OPT.`osed  the   corr,ing
tide  of  liberalism  in  England  and  is  not  completely
revelant  to  present  Ar.`erican  conservatism. .   But  this
classification  points  out  that  conservatism  is .a  tempera-
mental  as  well  as  political  and  economic  doct`rine  or
philosophy.35     As  a  temperament  it  is  based  on  a  view  ol-
the  ''nature  of  man"  and  liistory.     Jitan  is  not  to .be  tr'usted,
he  supposedl:.,r  was  born  into  orif inal  sin  and  must  be
redeemed.     And  histol`y  has  many  lessons  which  r,an  can
learn  from;  from  which  he  is  `:iven  a  contiliuity  of
institut,ions,   custo!7is,  and  hierarchies  he  should  preserve
or  ''conserve.''     So  if  man  followed  the  traditions  of  the
past  he  vrould  satisfy  his  state  of  mind.
34Her`Dert  :'.'Tcclosky,   ''Conservat,is.n  and  Personality, "
Vol.    53    (r`rar.ch,1958)Amer`ican  F'olitical   Science   Zieview
pp.   27-45.     .;lso







Peter  Viereck  points  out  that  conservatism  can  be
seen  as  valuing  a  historical  frame'.-,. ork  of  `corit,inuity  in
€;over.nment,   society,   in  all  forms  of  life.     He  discerns
three  frarie'.vorks--the  inarticulate,   religious  and  cultural.36
The  ,inarticulate  aspect  of  .conservatism  is  perceived  as
non-ideolo,:ical  and  simr3ly  a  "state  of  mind.''    The  r.eligious
aspect  of  conser.vatism  is  readily  seen  in  the  seven  tenets
above.     Usually  conser.vatisn  is  closely  allied  to  relig-
ious  institutions  or  any  type  of  instit,ution  for  purposes
of  "conserving"  a  power.  st,ructure  as  the  Catholic  Church
or  state  ,i:overnments  in  the  United  States.     Culturally,
conservatism  is  seen  a  temperaiment  of  aft  and  cr`iticism
of  the  ''quality"  of  lif e.    Such  art  often  is  criticism
of  the  'tquality',I  of  life  as  produced  by  liberal  thought,
instrument,al  €`i;overnment  policy,   or  mat,erial  .£|ro{-=£ress.
I-iberalism  is  often  thouL="ht  of  as  a  :nechanical  or  instrumental
theory  of  politics,   economics  and  life.     This  is  opi=iosed
to  the  organicism  of  conservatism  and  community.     As
Viereck  says  ''cultural  conservatism  is  a  spiritual
arithmetic;   it  calculG.tes  t,he  price  paid  for  =trogress.w37
36ERE.,   pp.15-17.
37Ei±.,  p.  ,7.
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From  all  this  definition  one .finds  that  conservat,isri
is  only  more  difficult  to  define  especially  in  a  democracy.
It  seems  conservatism  is  defined  in  t,wo  basic ways'38
First  it  st,r`ives  to  ''conserve"  li.istorical  continuity  or
tradition,   preventing  rapid  change  and  disorder.    This  is
more  in  the  sense  of  Burkean  conservatis.T!i  and  community.
A  second  way  of  defining  conservat,ism  is  that  it  str`ives
to  ''conserve''  the  status £±±g  what,ever  it   is.     1`.rius  the
conser`vi.tive  has  one  of  two  alternatives.     To  claim  a  set
of  values  in  theor`y  or  strive  to  preserve  the  present
•status  q±±g.     The  desire  of  mixing  both  should  not  be  left
out,  but  not  without  the  caution  of  contradictions.     As  a
set  of  values  the  pl`evious  seven  tenet,s  of  conservatisin
can  be  reduced  to--
1.     The  nature  of  man  is  evil  and  imper.1`ect   (misanthropy).
2.     God  and  religion  are  parar.-aunt  to  good  government.
Society  is  organic  and .whatever  exist,s  is  the
best  to  have  survived,  rriaking  the  past  judge  of
the  present.
Tradition  should  be  revered,   theory  s^Liou'ld  be
distrusted  as  a  shallow  and  lirriit,ed  instr`unent.
Change   should  be  slovl.  il`  one   is  to  have  any  at
all;   prog`ress   should  be  a   slow  organic  gro`,..Ith.
A  n€itural   arist,ocr.acy  exist,s,   becausi`3  in;tn  are
unequal;   only  a  I`ew  are  fit  for  leadership.
38ERE.,   pp.10-12.
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7.     Duties  are   superiol-  over`  r`i3hts  and  should  be
preserved  by  order,   autl`iorit,y  and  communit,y  and
their.  necessary  instit,ut,ions,   especia.Ily  pr.iva`.e
I-`roperrty.
Conser.vaLism  may  not  fit   either  of  t,he  two  a.Dove
alt,ernatives  and  more  likely  is  to  be  I.ound  as  a  rriixture
of  both.    That  riixture  .may  be  of  liberal  thought  as  well.
As  Robert  Lane   says  abaut  the  "Eastpo.rt   common  man'':
.   .   .   if  he  is  a  conservdt,ive,   it  is  in  a   special
sense.      He   is  not,   opr:osed  to  change,   does   not,  I,ake
a   dim  giview  of  human  nature   (i..or  the   most   p`art),
has  no  love  ol-  traciit,ion  and,   allhouf`h  not  equal-
itarian,   does  not   stand  for  a   social`--hier`archy  either.
The   ''Eastcort   common  rtian''   is  a   conservat,ive  `rjecause
39
he  is  !'loyal  to  the  pi`evailing  system  oi`  government,
believes  in  rjrivate  property  and  capitalism  .   .   .  and
has  no  program  for  structural  ch€n£`es  in  socie.ty."     I,-e
also  believes  he  should  live  a  good  .Tnoral  lil`e  and  be
happy  ir,.ith  his  t're`.jards  and  punishments"  and  be  responsibile
''for  his  o`.,.n  fate.w4°
Peter  Viereck  tried  to  define  American  conservc-`t,ism
in  another  ways     ''What  justifies  the  westel.n  union  and
gives  it  T,oral  cohesion  is  t,he  co:.imon  desire  to  conserve
a  con:iion  heritage:     our  free  institutions.W4t     These
institutions  of  course  are  deriocracy  ancl  capitalism.
39Robert  E.   Lane,
40Ibid.
41Grimesi
Po1iticdr1 Ideolo`g¥,   pp.   250-51.
Arierican  Political  Thou b±,  ha. ife.,  p.  482.
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The  problem  of  ciefining  conservatism  on  this  basis
is  that   "much  that  proved  t,o  be  part  of  modern  conservatism
was  this  liberalism  of  t,he  recent  past."42    .Po|it,icians
often  shun  callinEi  themselves  conservat,ives  because  they
f ear.  they  will  be   ''associat,ed  i^7ith  the  preservci,t,ion  of
the  economic  privileges  of  the  few  than  with  the  larger`
.    .   .  problem  of  conserving   'the  humane  a.nd  ethical  values
of  the  T,'.festl.W43     hven  the  radical   right  as  the  John
Birch  Society  and  Liberty  Lobby  can  be   seen  as  1.,.ranting
to  conserve  the  18th  and  19th  century  liberal,   rational
ideas  on  democracy  land  cEipitalism,   especially  private
property.     Thus'  it,  seems  cormunity  v,'ith  its  traditional  way
of  life,  with  prescribed  duties  and  rights  to  pr`eserve
order  is  the  center  of  conservatisrii.     So  if  the  traditions
and  institutions  sought  to  be  preser`ved  are  liberal  t,here
will  probably  be  contradictions.     One  special  contradiction
should  be  pointed  out:     t,he  concept  of  community  with
tr.aditional  authority  is  not  co.rr:pat,ible  with  the  liberal
concept  of  capitalistic  delr,ocracy  in  theory.     Community
as  Lane  Doints  out  is  similar  to  Tonniesl   Ger,ieinscha|`t.44




six  elements   of  community  can  be  discerned:
Pri!!iary  face  to  face  huT,an  relationships  with
each  per`son  havin£;:  a   clear.  conce|:`tion  cif  his
role  in. society  i.i.  father-son,   ruler-ruled.
A  rr,an  is  €;iven  di,:nity  and  worth  for  t,he  role
that  is'  ascr`ibed  to  hir.ii  com'i.iunit,y  is  not  an
achieving  society.
Duties   are  mor`e  ir,por.Cant  than  ri`£thts  and  one's
r`ole  clear.ly  r€-quires  certain  dut,ies  of  him.
Corununit,y  cleal`ly  instills  a  localism  and
''rootedness"  to  one's  hor,ie,  ::\obilit,y  is  restricted
physically  and  socially.
1'he  people  of  the   coprLinunity  have   a   cori.Ton   value
system,   cult,ure  is  homo€enous  so  t,here  is  no
role  conflict.
Order.  and  aut'riority  are  irLternalized  in  the  clear.
cut  nor..ms,   values,   and  mores  of  church  and
family.
Freedom  in  the  corr,`iunity  is  seen  as  being  a  me.boer  of  the
in-£roupl,.   free  from   ca.re  or  i`Torry  because   one   kriows  he
will   be  taken  c€;.re  of  by  the  &`roup+.     This  is  freedor:1  in
the  '`'totalitarian"   sense...   Freedom  in  the  de.r:-[ocratic
sense  vLiould  not   exist   easily  in  the  co#munity.
Democracy  needs  a  societyr  of  the e s el I s chaft tyl`.e
wh©me  {men  are  free  to  break  personal  rela.tionships  and
forrr,  new  ones.     It  is  nor-e  lit.er`sonal  and  rational  so
men  can  move  about  to   do   as   they  please.     As  Lane  argues".    .   .
it  is  the  very  absence  of  corrm.unity  that  makes  der.iocra`cy
possible.W45     Co-Immunity  and   democracy  may  work   t,o€~;ether
45RE.,   pp.  226-227
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in  the  city-st,ate  or  a  village  where  there  is  a  closeness
and  agreement  among  the  people.     This  seems  to  have  been
t.he  situation  in  the  South,  at,  least,1m  the  first  half  of
the  t,wentieth  century.
But  what  kind  of  conservat,ism  is`to  be  found  in
George  1,'fallace's  policy  stands?     George  I,`,Tallace  himself
said  he  was  offer.ing  a  conservative  alternative  to  the
people   in  the  1968  presidential  eamr,.ai.=n.     The  conservatism
Wallace  exhibits  is  much  like  the  'tEastport   comT;on  man''
except  he  says  he  has  a  plan  for  change.  .  This  change  is
of  recent,  governmental  fjolicies  on  such  issues  as  Tt'elfare,
job  opportunities,   open  housin&i,   €5un  cont,rol,   and  school
desegregation.    The  change  is  in  a  dire-ction  from  central-
ized  federal .Control  to  decentralized  state  and  local  contl`ol.
In  other  words  T:.i-allace,  want,s  a  return  to  more  traditional
ways  which  .are  based  on  democracy,   the  free  enter.I,rise
system,   private  propert,y,  and  law  and  order.    This  is
basically  the  position  of  the  state's  ri.ri.hts  doctrine.
But  it  deviates  and  is  contradictory  not  only  to  state's
rights,   but  also  to  conser`vatism.     YiJallace  attacks
centralized  government  or  any  cent,ralized  area  of  national
life  on  the  basis  t,hat  it  is  cont,ra.ry  to  the  American  way
of  life.    It  seems  to  be  t]-at  power  is  a  corrur,ting  influ-
ence  on  the  men  who  rule.     Not  only  do  the  rulers  seem
to  be  corrupt,   but  also  the.society  shows  a  decline  in
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morality  as  seen  by  crime  and  the  occurence  of  riots  and
other.  disorders.     It  should  be  noted  that  this  rc.action
to  corr`uption  seems  to  come  from  the  rapid  change  of  an
industrial  and  technologically  complex  society.    The
complexity  of  modern  society  has  torn  into  the  co.rmunity
and  its  democrat,ic  institutions  as  free  enter-:?rise  and
corxpetition.     In  this,  pr`ivate  property  is  an  integral
part  of  the  free  society  and  caj'`,italism.    To  endanger  it
by  the  growth  of  the  welfare  stat.e  and  socialism  is  to  be
consider.ed  a  grave  mistake.     Especially  wit,h  crime  and
disorder  in  the   cities  and  on  ca,mpiuses,   T7'`,..allace  ap.+.eals
to  the  'ATorkin¢¥  and  middle   classes  who  see  their`  proFierty
or  homes  endanger`ed  by  r`iots  and  crime.     The  right  to
own  property  should  be  pr`otected  not,  only  from  socialism,
but  also  anarchy;  the  right .to  property  seems  to  be
exceeded  only  by  the  duty  to  self-restraint  to  enjoy  civil
liberties  of  speech,  writ.ina„   and  dissent,.  Thtis.wh6n  dissent
becomes  disorder.ly  or  anarchical it  endangers  other's
rights,  and  should  be  sur]pressed.    The  difficulty  of
suppressincg  a  minority  that  dissents  and  is  disorder.ly  is
that  of  protecting  the  major.ity's  rights  (as  life,
liber`ty,   property,   and  happiness)   by  sup.T3I`essing  the  same
rights  the  minority  tries  to  use.     As  i,I,7allace  claims,
he  tw'ould  be  militant  in  enforcing  the  la`.,r  aGgainst  riot,s,
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crime  in  the  streets  and  on  college  campuses,     The  question
must  be  raised--ars  tho8c  laws  that  would  be  strictly
enforced  democratic  or  fair  t,o  the  minorities  that  Ejrotcst
or  dissent  against  them  to  ch?.n&e  them?    If :,.so,   i8  their
enforcement  not,  r'eplacing  the  authority  of  an  elite  with
t,hat  of  a  major.ity  or  as  Alexis  de  Tocqueville  rSut  it  a
"tyranny  of  the  majority?"    Per`hap8  this  i8  a  misu8®  of
an  American  conser.vativs  trend,   that  i6  the  rgrotection  of
Self-interests,   par.ticularly  private  pr`operty  and  in  the  Sout!i
whit,e  schools.     The  concept  of  corrmunit,y  or,   self-int,Crest  can
no  lone?:er  continue  to  hold  sway  in  a  modern,   industria.i,   and
technological  society  where  interde.`Sendence  and  coordinat,ion
of -economic,   and  political  life  Should  control  .!:art„   even
just  a  small  F,art  of  nat,ion&l  life  to  achieve  equality,
political  and  social.     Community  ties  must  be  muted  but,
not  destroyed  for  the  prime.ry  group  as  a  basic  human
institution  can  not  be  destroyed.     The  defense  of  community
and  self-interest  puts  Vi'&11ace  in  a  }Sosition  hard  to  defend
based  on  democratic  institutions  as  they  are  found  in  America
today.     For  subjection  to  the  community  often  means  subjection
to  traditional  authority.     To  o:ip::ose  centralized  aspects  of
national  life  it   seems  1',Tallace  does  not  reco,gnize  that  in  his
opj.uqosition   (which  is  well   ori±g€inized)   his  organization  must  bo
hig}`-ily  centralized,   es|}ecially  to   op'.-ose  the   eritrenched
Amer`ican  two   -i?arty   system.
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One  can  begin  t,o  see  a  strain  of  authoritarianism
in  personality  traits  both  in  wrallace  and  the  people  he
a.pT}eals  to.     The  main    t;.r&it.`,  is  that  of  leg.it,imate
authority.     Does  a  person  accer.It  or  reject  authority?
Closely  related  to  autli.ority  is  intolerance.     Is  a  person
tolerant  or  intolerant  to  people  who  wield  authority  and
those  who  subject  or  opi3ose  themselves  to  it?    Ideas  and
their.  relation  to  authority'and  People  are  an  important
aspect  to  authoritarianism  as  found  in  one's  belief
system.     This  is  all  Fart  of  a  fraineTw-ork  developed  by
Rokeach  to   analyse  and  st,udy  the  open  and   closed  mind
in  which  aut,horitarianisS  and  intolerance  were  cent,ral.46
liis  I+urpose  tr'as  to  study  further  the  trend  of  anti-
democl.atic  thinking  analyzed  in  the  California  Study  of
authoritarianism.47
Rokeach's  finding.s  were  the  result,  of  a.n  at,tempt
to  define  general  authoritarianism  and  general  intolerance
since  the  California  study  had  focused  on  rig.ht  authorit,ar-
ianism  and  intolerance  found  in  fascist  ideology  and
4q`.,rilton  Rokeach,.  =±±  ±=£±  ±P±
47ERE.,   pp.15-16.
Closed iqu,  pp.  8-,5.
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anti-semitism.48    Rokeach,   in  looking  I.or  an  authorital`ian
of  the  political  left  as  well  as  right  and  cent,er,  found
a   distinction  between  open  and  closed  belief  systems  which
can  be  applied  to  .I.'i'allace.
In  str`ucture  Ti.-Jallace's  belief   syste!n  is  to  be  vie'tjed
as   somewhat  closed.     There  is  good   reason  to  believe
"dogmat,ic''  and  ''intolerant"  are  sorr,ewhat  relat,ed  if  not
synonymous.  to  ''cloged."    Three  basic  diinensions  of  a  belief
system  are  discefnable.     The  belief-disbelief  dimensiori,
the  central-per.ipheral  dimension,   and  t,he  time-perspective
dimension.49
The  belief-disbelief  dimension  is  important  to  the
under`standing  not  only  of  authoritarianism,  but  also
conservatism.     It  is  i!riI}or¢ant  because  one's  belief
system  (a.n  or`ganization  of  beliefs  and  ideas  a  person
accepts  as  t,rue  of  the  world)   is  often  in  cor]tradiction
with  its  disbeli.efs   (all  .beliefs  a  pel`son  reject,s  as  true
of  the  i`.iorld);     As  has  already  been  Ftointed  out,   the
contradictions  of  conservatism  today  are  unavoidable.
48Ibid.
49EE¥.,   pp.   35-64.
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Recognition  oi`  them  points  out  the  willin€j.ness  to  accept
them  as   contradictory.     I`or  instance   conservatism  seeks
to  preser.ve  tradit,ional  institutions,  that  in  fact  t,he¢
are  liber'al  inventions  as  caoitalism  and  repl`esentative
democracy  t^h.at,  promote   change  instrument,ally  and  not
organically  or  s.Io`Qj.      Anyone  who  is   commit,ted  to   helping
the  ac%ed  financially  throu€t.:h  welfare  and  I:edicare  as
W-allace  is,   finds  he  is  prom,oting  the  welfare  state.
Quite  the  opposite  ,r}osition  of  being?_  a  defender  of
private  pr`operty.     This  becomes  .an  o`ovious  part  of  the
closed  mind  which  dog-mat,ically  chooses  its  beliefs  as  they
fit  tradition.    Disbeliefs,   even  if  tr.ey  are  s`imilar,
ar`e  isolated  or  minimized;   if  differ`ent,  they  will  be
accentuat,ed.     That,  is   cent,ralized  ,:_T_:overnment  and   elite
rule  is  contl`al`y  to  de7iocrat,ic  irtstitutions  but  defending
the  cormuni.ty  which  foster`s  tradit,ional  authority  (elite
rule)   is .in  op¥.osition  to  democratic  institutions.    Private
propet7ty  rii``hts  are  part   of  the  package  of  Amer'ican  civil
rights.     .what  i,'Itallace  does  not  seera  t,o  Point  out  is  that
the  I.i&=ht  to  dissent,   in  minorities  is  t,he  same  as  the
majority's  r`i.:ht,s,   especially  t,o  private  property.
Thus  the  belief  sub-syst,er,1  is  well  mar3i-.ed  out,
Wallace's  rig.`hts  and  duties,   and  democrat,ic  institutions
are  well  defined  as   state  and  local  corftrol  of  schools,
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gun  control,   private  fjropefty,   free  enter:u`rise,  and  so  on.
But  the  disbelief  system  has  little  differentiation  v,'ithin
itself ,  in  fact  the  belief  system  is  not  w.ell  differ-
entiated  on  issues  and  beliefs  because   botri  choose`their.
beliefs  do;:.matically.     These  a.re  the  4€rimary  qualit,ies  of
the  struct,ure  of  the  closed  mind--dogmatic  and  intolerant
of  discrer...ancies  in  beliefs  and  disbeliefs.     The  open  mind
would  be  more  tolerant  and  less   dogmatic   r.eco£-nizing
cliff erences  and  similarities  for  what  they  are  and  accept,
them  instead  of  using   strongJrilanguage  to  deny  their  exist-
ence   and   condemn  them.
The  neat  dimension  in  the  analysis  of  t,he  closed
mind  is .the  central-peripher`al  dimension.     It  has  three
re£`ions  which  concern  themselves  with  the  way  beliefs  are
organized  to  cope  wit,h  the  ifu'orld.     The  first  i`s  the  central
region  which  organized  "primitive  beliefs."    ''Primit,ive
beliefst'  are  cognitive  phenomenon  that  a  person  Serceives
of  the  world  around  him.     They  ar`e  unsL3oken  or  tacit   .
values  about  reality;  beliefs  which.  perceive  I.eality  as
f riendly  or  thl.eateningi  to  the  individual;  and  beliefs
of  the  self--self-identity.    These  al`e  basic  values
which  any  peoFile  develop  in  relation  to  their  environment,
as  the  nature  of  man,  the  state  oI`  rrature,  time  orientation
and   so  on.     But  the  basic  value  of  the   cent,ral  reE.I.ion
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in  the  closed  mind  is  that  the  world  is  perceived  as
threatening  to  one's  self.50    C)nly  a  short  word  needs  to
be  said  about  1,`Jallace's  constant  att,ack  on  centralized
government,   the, Supreme   Court  and  nat,ional  news  media.
All  three   are   sup.3osedly  endanEeringo  the  democratic
institutions  and  the  I.ights  of  the  American  people.
One  can  see  that  such  basic  values  as  f`ound  in  the
conservat,ive  ideolo,i.y'are  at,  the  bott,o.n  of  \!.''allace's
perception  of  threat.
This  leads  to  the  second  res-ion--the  intermediate
region--v,'here  the  closed  mind  dogmatically  solves  the
threatening  situation  by  appealin&`  to  an  absolute  authority.51
To  1'Jallace  the  absolute  authority  is  the  Constitution  and
the  laThJs  now.in  effect,   before   the   Su.areme`Coul`t  and
socialists  'ttampered"  with  them.     Unfortunately  the
authorite.rian  is  well  displayed  by  this  doa`matic  appeal
to  law  and  intolerance  to  people  who  disagree  with  or
dissent  a£`ainst  the  laws  even  if -there  is  doubt  as  to
their  lei=it,imacy.     Again  t,he  conservat,ive  is  seen  in  his
self-interest  to  f3rotect  I.`roperty  or.  his  own  ri=hts.
5oEng.,   pp.   4.0-42.
51Ibid.
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Vi'allace's  ap+€:eal  then  can  be  seen  to  attract  those  who
are  in  the  majority  and  have  somethin.:  to  lose  if  laws
are  discar`ded   even  if  the  laws  are  unjust.     The  Nor.king
man  vl'ho  has  worked  hard  all  his  life  is  prone  t,o  T,`,'.allace's
appeal,   es};`,ecially  if  he  o`i,'ns  a  piece  of  Property.     Thus
when  college  students  and  racists  create  disorder  and
endanger  other  peor)le's  ria`hts,   the  apL=eal  is  all  the  r!iore
great.     Involved  in  this  ap..``eal  to  authority  is  the
concept  of  ethnocentrism  which  uses  the  in-grou:_?  and
out-group.52    This  is  a  tyrie  of  sea:.`,e-goat,   as  the  ]iazi's
blamed  the  Jews  for  the  woes  of  German  society.     '`!',''allace
uses  the .savyte  concept   to  convince  Lrjeople   to   sur.:   orb
''law  and  or`der"  and  smack  do`..in  the  "anarchists,"  throw  out
the  Commuhists  or  stop  cr.eeping  socialism  in  the  federal
government.      But   I,1,--allace's  ai:3i_;eal   is  not  as   extreme  as
the. Nazi's.      :ie  appeals  to  the  common  man  who  aas  `oeen
alienated  from  the  uF:.`.er  levels  of  government  and  the
"community."     The  in-group   is   co.n,-josed  of  those  `J,Jli,o
agree  vi'ith  i.I,rallace;   the  out-gi-oup  beco.Tes  in  fact  anyone
or  group  that  opjT=ioses  ',i`allace's  :.)latfoi.in.
The  third  re:-:lion  is  the  r,`eri,£iheral  I.eiiion.     Peri-
pheral  beliefs  are  s-peci±`i,c  in  their  content,   while
intermediate  beliefs  ar.e  more  formal  and  i.eneral  in
52
EEig.,   pp.   9,12.
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content  a`oout  authority.     Peripheral  beliefs  emanate  from
specific  "Err.irr,itive  beliefs"  and  formal  aut,hority  beliefs.53
Th.e  content,  of  the  American  Party  platforvi  is.basically
peii¥her.al  beliefs.     The  obvious  contradictions  already
pointed  out,   derjending  on  authority  especially,   show  that
the  psychological  make-up  of  such  beliefs  ar.e  not  logical.
It  is  often  irrat,ional  or  nonrational.    .I.]'hat  this  results
f ron  is  the  incorBoration  of  beliefs  that  ar.e  favorable  to
the  person.     ',`i'allace  obviously  chose  them  to  fit  his  own
psycholo,.3,ical  make-up  or  chose  them  to  appeal  t,o  the  voting
public   (which  one  is  a  question  of  speculation).     Disbeliefs
are  also  isolated  from  beliefs  in  the  closed  mind  by  the
same  irrational  processes  of  satisfying  needs,   eliminating
threat  to  self ,  or  enhancin¢g  the  self .    Thus  contradictions
or  discrepancies  in  belief  and  disbelief  systems  and
between  these  systems  may  seem  loj:_:ical  to  the   closed  mind
and  be  the  source  of  appeal  to  i:€!-allace's  following.
One  can  see  the  intefrelatior`,ship  of  the  closed  :Tiind
with  the  authoritarian  per.sonality  syndrome,   especially  t,he--
•desire  to  submit  to  strong  leaders     as  i,1,rallace   .
desire  to  dominate  persons  and  groups  seen  as  weaker
to  oneself .
53EE±±.,   pp.   47n51,   55-56.
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tendency  to  see  individuals  as  in.embers  of  favorable
or  unfavorable  types  rather  than  as  unique  human
beings.
cynicism  rei-ar.ding  other  people's  motives  and  the
political  .®rocess.
tendency  to  value  conventional  attitudes  and  bebavior
and  to  reject  deviants.
tendency  to  avoid  intros.nection  and  to  externalize
explanations  for.  events  in  one's  life   (auti-intraception).
tendency  to  see  situations  in  terms  of  power.54     ,
In  turn  the  relationship  of  conservL=`tism  should  be  stressed,
as  accei]tance  of  traditional  authority,  support  of  a  social
hierarchy,   ethnocentr'ism,   cynicism  as  to  the  nature  of  in.an
and  confor.rn.icy  to  conventional  values.
Before  looking  at  the   source  of  Twallace's  a?,r:7eal  in
the  voting  public  and  :aossible  tests  to  validate  it,  one
f inal  var.iable  related  t,o  authoritarianism  should  be  mentioned.
This  is  the  time-perspective  t,v.hich  deals  t.vith  t,he  basic
value  of  time  and  beliefs  .ab.out  trie  past,   present,   or
future.    To  t,he  open  mind  beliefs  about  time  are,rq'i.atively
broad,   seeing  relevance  in  past  history  to  Fres-3nt  ljolicies,
and  the  imf::ortance  of  the  present  on  t,he  course  of  the
future.     The  closed  mind  is  narrow  in  its  vietw.  of  tim.e.
Thus  one  ,'Liay  be  oriented  sin£S.ly  to  past,   present,   or  future.55
54Lane,   wpolitical  Per.sonality  and  Electoral  Choice,"
loo,  cit.
55Rokeach,   gji.   £±±.,   ;o,»   51-52,   56.
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Wallace's  emphasis   seems  to  be  on  the  past.     But  ther.e  does
seem  to  be  some  orientation  to  the  future.    The  present  is
a  time  of  danger  to  democratic  inst.itutions  founded  in  the
past,   and  the  future  seems  to  be  a  time  of  redeemin€g  the
present  by  restoring.  the  past.     The  pres.ent  is  br.idged
since  it  is  unfavor.able  or  threatening..    The  future  can
be  made  rewarding  by  a  ''conservative"  ;Srogram.
CHAPTER   V
THE   SUEivi:I   :3ULSTlo}`ir,!AI+TE'E   A}'€D   VOTER   SA},ffl.a
A  case  can  be  made  for  finding  autr,oritarianism  in
the  issues  of  the  American  Party  as  describecl  above  on
the  attitudes  about  authorit}>,   dogmat,ism,   int,olerance,
and  ethnocentrism.     This  Far.allels  much  of  the  California
study (The  j'luthoritariah  Personalit ).     }i?uch  of  |E:.is:
speculat,ion  but  should  be  viewed  as  groundwork  for  a  field
survey.     It  is  proposed  a  medium  sample  of  between  150-200
southern  voters  will  be  i;iven  questionnaires  r.ainly  based
on  Like fro  scaling.    The  tests  in  the  questionnaire  will
be  descri'oed  later.     First  one  should  look  at  the  relevance
of  using  a  sample  of  southern  voters.
A  fiallup  Poll  that  appeared  October  13,   1968  gave
a  ''Profile  of  the  1/.;allace  Vote"  of  three  national  surveys
conducted   iniseptember,1968.     The  poll   shows  T.i .,.. allace's
major.  sup£`,ort  coming  from  the  "Deep  South,''  then  the
''Border  St,at,es'':     Nu.doers  ar`e  percent  of  saxp;le   (3,513
I.egistered  `-oters) .56
56wprofi|e  of  the  ',.,Tallace  Votei
Obser`vBr October   13,    1968,   p.    16A.
''  The  Charlotte
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Table   1 Profile of  the  t`J.allace
1`Jallac e        IJixon HumT?hrev
EisE sg±±               52%               20%             2070
Borde.I  a+.±rfe         337o                 37%              24%.
Outside   £±Qife±.1470                   47%                31j3
yg±
Undecided Total
8`/i              , 007o
6%                100%
8%                , Oo7b
'/iTallace  seems  t,o  a..S:3eal  mainly  to  blue  collar  i,..,:orkers
(manual  workers,   both  skilled  and  unskilled)   more  than
white   collar  workers.     But,   some  white  collar  workers  add
support  mainly  in  business,   clerical  workior  salesiand  also
farmers.     t,T.Jtallace   is  more  Popular  with  rr.en  than  v,-omen  even
in  the  South.     And  the  a&-e  grouic-.-s  in  the  twenties  out,side
the  South  find  h'im  apFealin&-.     In  the  South  age  grou.es
are  found  not  to  vary  in  their  sup-p`iort,  all  are  fairly
hi£=h.57     Since  the   South  gave   strong-suisr]ort  t,o   'i..`jTallace  in
the  1968  Presidential  elect,ion,   one  can  see  further  t,he  use
of  a  southern  population  in  .a  survey.
To  test  for  the  relevance  of  at,titudes  toward  state's
rights,   conservtitism  and  authoritc-`rianism  various  ..&:}ersonality
scales  can  be  utilized  t,o  riieasure  them.     Rokeach  in  The
Q££E  £±Ei  Closed  I;:±±i  and  the  California study  (E± Author.itarian
Personality,   Adorno)   have  inventories  of  questionnaire
scales  concernin,g  conservatism  and  the  autr.oriLal`ian
57Ibid.
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personality.     Robert  A.   Schoenbenger  in  his  study
"Conservat,ism,   Personality  and  Political  Extremism"  pr`ovides
further  inventories  on  the  issue  of  state's  rig.hts  as  well
as  cc>nservatisn,   authoritarianism,   and  ant,i-libertarian
attit,udes . 58 .
The  following  scales  will  be  used  to  test  the  various
attitudes  mentioned  above.
D.
E£:i::¥Ses  Toward  Feder`al,   Social  and  Economic
i::i::::SR:i::58  Governmental,  Social  and
Attitudes  Toward  Civil  Liberties61
The  Ethnocentrism  Scale
Part  8.     Negro  Subscale   (6)
Part   C.     Otr`.er  I...nnorities  and  Patriotism62
Politico-Economic   Conservatis^m  Scale   (F m  60)    (14)63
F.     The  I.:isanthr.opy  sca|es64
58Robert  A.   Scheenbenger,   "Conserv3.tis,r"   Pe."sonality
''   +.I.nerican  politic€~l   science   fteviei..'.I.
(SepTtember,1968),   pi`.   869
59ERE.,   p.   875.
60Ibid.
6fERE.,   p.   872.
62Adornoi  ±.  ±.'  I
pp.    141-142.
and  Political  Extremism,
-8'7ri ,
The  Author`itarian
63ERE.,   pp.163-168.
64schoenberf er,  ke.  g±.
Personality,
a.     i:!uestiolis
Public   OE-i i::o;o::gig::ri:::efe::::a:;83
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Key I s
(All  scales  and  final  form  of  questionnaire  is  listed
in  Ap=eendix)
Theoretically  the  hy-;:'othesis  of  a  conser`va,tive  trend  in
America.n  .£olitical  thinking.  could  be  r.efuted  onl,the  basis
of  ex;c7|ainint::  the  i:.resent  `.felfar.e  state  we  have.     So  what
did  an  empirica.1  survey  show  a.s  to  the  social-psycholofical
char.acteristic  of  southern  Americ€m  voters?
A  .Public   o43inion  survey  was   conducted  in  a  :nedium
sized  southern  city.     The  city  is  located  in  the  Piedmont
area  of  I``Tortr,  Carolina.     A  quest,ionnaire  incorporat,in.g
scales  to  measure  the  ?..-, r'edis?-;ositions  and  attitudes  of
conservt~.tisn,  authoritar.ianism,   civil  libertarianism,
misanthro_r`y,   and  ethnocent,rism  t\ias  used.     These   scales  were
ta.ken  from  relevant  literature  on  the  subject  and  have
f onTierly  yielded  relevant  data.     Also  included  in  the
questionnaire  were  questions  on  U.S.   forci.==n  and  domestic
issues  im:3ortant  to  the  1968  -presidential  election.
The  city  chosen  will  be  called  ''Piedmont"  for
pup.I;oses  of  anonymity  and  convienence.     "Piedmont''  has  a
populatic]n  of  a:.3::vroximat,ely  24,000;   with  its  contiguous
65v.o.   I(ey,
pp.157-172.
Public   OT,iinion   and   ji.rierici-n Deriocracy,
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area  it  has  a  I,opulatidn  of  about  45,000  people.     Approxi-
mately  400  industrial  firms  are  located  within  the  cit,y
and  its  contiguous  area.    The  main  industries  are  ftirniture,
hosiery,   and  textile  manufacturing.     Important  growing
industries  are  in  electronics  and  electrical  manufacturing.
A  good  cross-section  of  social  class  exists  with  a  lar'=e
middle  class  work  force  of  mill  and  factory  workers,
technicians,   and  managers.
The  sample  was  taken  on  an  experimental  basis.     A
systematic   random  sariple  was  taken  of  recf=istered  vot,ers.
Out   of  tTfu'Bnty   votin.[`.;   war`ds  three ,were   c:riosen  t,hat   shot.-yed
a  -strong.=  vote  for  each  of  the  three  candidat,es  in  t,h§  1968
election.     i`Jixon  and   Humphr.ey  carr`ied  a  1.tard  overwhelmingLly,
Wallace   showed  only  a   stronfi;   second  tJith  as  p,uch  as  29;'Jo
of  the  vote  for  that  p`ar¢icular  ward.     At  the  outset
278   regis.tel.ed  voters  were   selected   (10;':I;  of  each  ward).     The
procedure  of  distr.ibutinf  the  questionnail'e  1.7as  to  deliver
a  questionnaire  to  each  voter  selected  ari.d  to  return  in
three  days  to  ¥.ick  it  u.t!.     A  mailed .questiori.naire  was  not
feasible  and  did  not  show  much  promise  for  a  lar.ge  return
as  well  as  it,s  cost.     The  return  was  only  as  i-::ood  as  the
distribution.     Only  about  150  were  distributed  due  to  time,
cd.st  and  help.     A  return  of  107  was  in;ide.     The  three  '...iards
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were  chosen  on  the  basis  of  election  returns  and  int,erviews
with  the  t,hree  t9arty  chairmen--Republican,   Democrat,   ancl
Amer.ican  Indeifendent--who  had 'familiarity  with  the  community.
The  wards  showed  stror.a  suE`¥ort  for  one  of  the  three
presidential  candidat,es--Nixon,   Hu:nphrey,   and  '`+.''allace.     Also
race  and  socioecono_rriic   status   on  the  basis  of  income  and
occupation  was  well   represented.     One  war.d. was  predominantly
Negro,   the  other.  two  predominantly  white.    .In  the  two
predominantly  whit,e  wards   socioeconomic   statris  difl.erea.
One  was  dominantly  middle  and  u.re¥3er-middle   class,   the  other`
was  dominantly  lower-middle  class.     The  lt-e£'ro  ii.as  doninantly
lower-middle  and  in.iddle  class.     It,  is  interesting.  to  note
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Total  re.g.istration  for  the  three  wards  showed  68;-j  as
Democrats   (1,894);   27;;  as   Republicans   (751);   4.6;:i   as
Independents   (130) ;   and   .4f'.;  as   American  InaepeliQent{6).
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It  is  even  more  interesting  t,o  not,e  that  the  final
1968  Presidential  vote  for  the  sane  three  war.ds  is  as
follows  in  the  next,  table.
President,ial  Vot,e
48%  for   Nixon-t'`gnew   (1,114)
369;  for  Hur,iphrey-I'Jfuskie   (832)
16;5  for  1.i',';llace-Grif:in   (362)
/
Obvious  crossover  votes  are   involved.     The  percenta€;e
of  vot.e  woulc].  have  been  higher  for.  Nixon  if  it  i`7ere  not
for  the  overwhelming  }\Tegro   Denocr`atic   vote.     This  fuould  be
expected  as  ',.I,`ell  as  expecting  a  strong  Negro  predisposition
to  liberalism.     Of  the  107  voters  sur.veyed  between  June-July,
1969  the  following  characteristics--politically  and  socio-
econom.ically--can  be  pointed  out.
Race
687o  are  'iirhite 32`;S  are   Negro
Par.t,`.J  Affiliat,ion  and  Race
Democrats     Re
i;bite 29
EgrJ       31
No   Resnonse:
T>ublicans      ;lmeric€~m
26
0
6  `..Jhit,e,   2   Negro
IndeDend
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Table  i Socioeconor,lie  Status
Occu®ation
Occuroation  and   Income
Income
$10,000     $7,500-$4,000-.  $2,000-     $2,000     No   Response
Over
Prof essional        8
prana£: erial              6
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aThese  5  ¥rof essional   seem  to  be  an  at,tempt  by  t,he
resE-ondent  to  ascribe  a  his:her  status. than  he  actually
has,   but   some  `#Sro±`essionals  as   school   teachers   or
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21-35    (34)
36-55    (55)
56-65   (18)
4ELi al S¥
Sex
role               53
F.emal e             54
With  t,his  socioeconomic  and  political  data  in  mind  the  study
can  now  move  on  t,o  t,est   t,he  thesis  on  I,h€  basis  of  the
results  of  the  I'ublic  Opinion  12uestionnaire.
The  ±`inal  number  .of  questions  in  the  quest,ionnaire
is   76.     Part  of  the  Et,hnocentrism  Scale  and  the  t`-.Jo  scales
dealing  v,tit,h  attitudes  towar.d  federal  and  general  goverrment
social  and  economic  roles  w5re   elimin.a.t,ed  in  order  to  rut
I`esults  ol`  the  questiorinaire  data  on  one  80  colutnn  computer
card.     fittitudes  to  governmental  social  and  econoriic   roles
were  partly  ans'v`7ered  because  of  poor, directions  and  were  not
set  up  for  cross  t,abulatioh;   their  result,s  tw'ould  not  have
been  relevant  due  to  t,he  ;mall   sample.
This  thesis  is  largely  specuk-tive,   supported  by
a   small  sur`vey  and  limited  data.     It   did  accor.iplish  `.7hat
a  pilot  stud}'  s`houlc-I  which  is  to  give  direction  for  further
research  and  also  pl`ovide   some   relevant,  data.     The  data  can
be  used  to  rework  many  questions  and  attit,udinal  scales
to  be  used  on  a  larger  sample.
CHAPTER   VI
QUESTIONNAIRE   RESULTS
The  use  of  personality  and  if}olitical  attitude  scales
must  be  done  cautiously.     An  attitude  scale  always  has
faults  as  well  as  virtues.     Creatin#m  t,hese  scales  bring  many
methodolo,€£ical  problems   (mainly  that  what  one  is  measuring
actually  exists).     The  ¥ir.oblem  of  bias  also  comes  in.     On
t,his  point  the  scales  used  may  have  been  biased.     '`"iJhenever
a  person  has  only  one  of  t,wo  choices  and  a  quest,ion  may  be
Personally  re?,ugnant  he  may  not  respond  at  all  as  many  did
in  the  sample.     This  was  true  esFtecially  among  the  Neg:ro
population  in  the  samrSle.     I,.?any  questionnaires  were
ineomplete.     But,  it  is  surprising  that  there  wer`e  very  few
refusals  to  accept  the  questionnaire.     This  may  have  been
because  of  the  interest  in  i3olitics  in  the  city.     Also  a
stronLg  Re.publican  FaI'ty  competes  very  well   with  the
Democratic  Party  which  makes  for.  an  inter`ested  and  inl.ormed
public.     The  scales  used  may  have  been  repugnant  to  :nany
people  because  they  were  taken  almost  verbatim  fror.1  !±±
Authoritar.ian Personality  and  other  sour`ces  i'Jhich  it'ere
perha_€ts  out   of  date.     Additional   comment,s  on  the  questionnairie
as  well   as  by  wol`d  of  mout,h  varied.     Some  felt   such
questions  on   social  and  politice`1  -i.,}r.oblems  should  be  asked,
they  were  very  important  to  good  government.     'Others  felt
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the  questions  `..'ere  :Poorly  worded,   out  of  date,   and  not  fair
in  giving  them  a  choice  other  tnan  to  agree  or.  disagree.
Since  a  forced  restSonse  scale  was  used  cn  rn`ost  of  the
questions  many  ?.Jeople  i;robably  found  cause  not   to  answer  many
of  the  questions.     If  an  ''it .depends"  or  t'don't  know"
cats:`ory  was  used  mahy  of  the  scales  would  he.ve  been  useless.
As   it   vv'as   enou{,r3`h  c;f   the   questior`maires   vjere   comi31eted   t,o
provide  statistics  for  valid  tests.     Because  the  questions
were  taken  almost  verbat,im  and  are  possibly  out  of  date  in
some  rest}ects,   the  use  of  the  data  in  making  inferences  must
• be  lit.ited.     To  belie``i-e  that  such  attitudes  that  were
measured  exist  is  being  too  optimistic  as  t,o  the   =3ower
of  attitudinal  scales.    ?',fore  likely  a  fredis=:osition  is
being  measur`ed  or  sounded.     Thus  if  suc!i  tl`ends   or  T,r`e-
dis:=iositions  are  found  there  is  a  r.ossibilit:,.  for  r,a,or.e
ext,ensive  measures  to  find  Conservcj.t,ism  or  Authorit,irianism.
With  these  cautions  the  result  of  the  Public  Op.inion
Questionnaires   can  be  consider.ed:accol.ding  to  the  sever.al
va r`i abl e s .
A.        coi`TSERvfi.Tlsl.'L   Ai`j3.    AUThc`}3Ln`4.RIAi;Isl',I
The  case  for  conservatism,   esp`ecially  among
t4Jallace  voters  is  not  significant  in  this  sur`vey.     Because
of  the  sam.r,le's  size  and  its  use  as  a  pilot,  study,   r`esults
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are  highly  tentative,   especially  with  a  very  small  percent-
a.€:e   of  TI't'allace  voters.      Only  96  res-.6`oadents   com:Dleted  the
Politico-Economic  Conservatism  Scale  of  fourteen  items. 66
The  results  are  fairly  evenly  divided  as  shown  in  Table  8.
Conservat,ive-Liberal  Attitudes
L9il'b   lL7)
517o   (49)
Fourteen  of  these  96  respondents  voted  for  the  1,.`¥'allace-
Gr.if fin  1968  President,ial  Ticket,  with  8  of  the  14  scored
as  havin,a.  a  conservcitive  attitude.     As  to  .aarty  affiliation
there  was  only  one  voter  registered  as  American  Independent
f ound  in  the  sample.
Conservatism.  and Affiliat,ion
American
Democrat   ReBublican  Inde-€-endent   IndeT=*endent
Conservative   17          17                       1
Ijiberal              36         .  7








66A||  scales   are  listed  in  Ap.®endix A.     The  qu®stionn&ire
i81isted  in  Appendix  a.
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The  a-verwhelmin&;  Democratic  affiliation  in  Table  9  would
seem  to  be  a  traditional  phenomena  in  southern  states.
But  the  1968  President,ial  vote  shows  differently,  that,
perhaps  the  issues  or  candidates  cross-pressured  many
Democrats  as  well  as  Republicans.     Table.10   shows  the
results  of  the  Presidential  vote:
Table 10     Conservatism  and
Conservative
Liberal
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As  would  be   predicted  those   res.&ondent,s   v`-ho   voted
for`  Nixon  were  judged  conservative,   that,   is   59;';:   (27),
and  for  Humf7hrey  59%   (29)   were   judqg;ed  as   liber'al.     Meanwhile
62?i   (8)   of  ti`..Tallace   voters  were   judged  as   conservative.
In  relation  to  authoritarianism  other  conr.rlon  charact-
eristics  of  conservatism  were  measured  in  the  survey  data.
Some  of  these  characteristics  are  attitudes  for  which
standard  scales  can  be  found9     They  are  hifi;hay  correlated
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theoretically  with  conservatisjn  and  authoritarianistn.97
The  selected  attitudes`  are  ethnocentrism,  misant,hropy,   and
civil  libertarianism.
Conservatism  and  F.t,hnocentrisn
Et li no c e nt ri sin
Totals
ConservativeI-
Ethnocentrism  is  a{ stfong  feeling:  toward  oneself  and  his
in--grouF`  as  being  good  and  toward  the  out-i:rou:g!, as  minorities,
foreigners  or  other  p.eoFile  not  holding  one's  same  beliefs,
as  bad,  dangerous  or  inferior,   which  is  a  trait,  similar
to  the,  authoritarian  syndrome  described  by  Lane.68
A  definite  relationshi-.a  can  be  found  between
conservatives  and  hi`=:hly  et`r,nocentric  voters.     Of  all  the
conserve.t,ive  respondents  that  com-.fjleted  the  Ethnocentric
Scale   (14  items),   60%  were  highly  ethnocentric,   while
67Refer  back  to  I.Ja£;es  49-50  and  43-48  for  argument
on  this  toi3ic.
68Refer  back  to   Tat`.:e  15  from  Lane,"Polit,ical  Personality
and  Electoral  Choice," AP5R.
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407o  were  low.     Lib®,ral8  were  the  reverse,   69%  were  low  and
31%  wcr`e   hi.`¥jh   on  ethnocentrism.     This  I.elationship  ia  a
definite  support  to  the  ar.I.um®nt  t,hat  a  sense  of  community
exists  in  this  southern  city.     This  s®ns®  of  community  can
best  be  discussed  in  relation. to  con8ervatisn  and  authoritar-
ianism.
Table  12  Shows  the  cross-tabulation  of  conservatism
and  authoritE:,.ri&nism;   no  d6finit®  relations'nip  is  ;®resent.




Conserv:Ltism  and  hut,horitaria`nism
Authorita.r.lan
But  t+.ere  is .a  ®re®onder.&nce  of  authoritariar,  resSondents.
Just  as  many  li`oerals   (72;'£),   as   conservatives   (74;-7;)   scored
as  authoritarian,   instead  of  equalitarian.    Robert  Lane's
four  item  Authoritaria.n-Equalita`rian  Scale  was  used.     The
four.  it®m8  used  in  1952  and  1956  surveys  per.Cain  to  four
outstanding  t,raits  of  authoritarianism.69    T}']ey  are  the  need
for  discipline  in  youn£`;  People,   tke  need  for  strong  leaders,
a  sense  of  power  sittlc`tions,   and  a  .Strong  se.nee
69froid.
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'of  honor..    These  traits  and  their  I.elation  to  a  sense  of
cor`munity  and  conservatism  can  be  seen  in  the  existence  of
stron.%-  ¥9rimary  group  relationships  as  the  family  and  c.hurch,
along  with  a  stront®9.1ocalisln.70     In  conservatism,   community
is  relat,ed  to  it  by  valuing  a  social  hierarchy  of  ascribed
status`es  and  roles,   with  duties  more  im:i?ortant  than  personal
rights'71 Authoritariahism  is  related  to  both  co:nmunit,y
and  conservatism  by  st,ressing  the  im3-`;ortance  of  a  str`ong
internalized  authority  in  the  family,   church,  and  govern-
ment  `..Jhich  are  honored  traditional  institutior.s. 72
Ethnocentrism  as  an  expression  of  in-£.rou¥,   out-;:rou.a
f eelin:s  correlates  with  the  existence  of  st,rong  pri{nary
grourS  ties,  ascribed  statuses  and  roles,  and  traditional
authority.     In  all,   ethnocentl`ism  would  seem  to  a  st,rong
cohesive  force  for  the  grou.¥s  wit,hin  a  community  of  the
&emeinschaft  type  which  would  in  turn  correlate  with
conservatism  and  aut,horitarianism.
If  this  southel.n  city--Piedmont--is  to  have  tlris
''sense  of  comunnity"( emeinschaft
Po1it,ica1
also  I..{cclosky,   ''Conservati
),   it  also  has  elements
Ideolofv,   Qj|.   £E£.,   :p._??2-?26;
sin  and  PeI:;on=Irt}ij'.REt  ±g±:  £±±.
7tLane,  iEi1.;   also  Line,"Political  Personality  and
Electoral  Choice,"  ±gji.  £±i.
72Ibid.
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of  conservative  and  authoritarian  attitudes.    In  relation
to  Tonnies, e s ell s cliaf t types   (discussed
in  Chapter  I)  there  are  two  discrepancies  that  would
contradict  both  conservative  and  authoritarian  attitudes.
Scales  that  measured  attitudes  toward  nisant,hropy  and
civil  libertar`ianism  are  the  source  of  these  tvJo  discre-jaancies.
IfisanthroF.y  is  an  element  of  both  i:onser`vatism  and
authoritarianism,  due  to  cynicism  as  to  the  nature  of  man.
Conservat,ism  as  a  political  philosophy  has  underlyin.a.  it
the  idea  that  man  is  bad,   evil,   and  itnT,effect.73    I.,?an
then  must  be  restrained,   thus  conservi-:tism's  st,ress  on
duties  and  self  restraint  rather  than  `dersonal  rights.
If  man  cannot  restrain  himself  then  a  strong  authority  must
do  so.     As  an  act,itude  then,   misanthr.o:9y  is  a  view  that  man
is  base  or  evil  and  rriust  loctk  out  for'  I.iAnself  because
no  one  else  will.




73}`,fcc|osky,   ''ConservEitism  and  Personality. "  4EEi  ±9±.  £±i.
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Theoretically  the  cons®rv€it,ivo   Should  be  more  cynical
as  to  the  natur.a  of  man.    .But  the  op:L`osite  prevails  in  this
Sample   showing  little  va.riation  with  69;'6  of  those  jud.{.led
conservative  low  in  misanthropy.     Even  among  liberals  4973
all  judged  as  liberal  are  low,   showing  little  variation.
1fu'hcn  compared  with  authoritarianism,   misanthl`opy  can  be   set;n












Again  as  1.Jith  conservatism  both  authoritarian  and  equalitarian
attitudes  have  a  low  misanthr`opic   attitude  or  f*r`edis.®osition,
with  587':  of  all  judged  authoritarian  low,   and  65;';  of  all
equalitarian  as  low.     This  low  nisanthr.opic  relationship  SeSms
to  coincide  with  a  xpredif,position  toward  civil  libert&rianism.
One..  would  expect   the  conserv{itive  and  authorit€..rian
to  be  more  suppor.tive  of  duties  and  resF`onsibilities  rather
than  civil  ri€tht,s.     A  ten  item  scale  ``7as  used  t,o  tf,st  for





C o n s €! r vi t, i ve
IJiberal
Conservat,ism  and  Civil  Libert,ies
Lib®,rtari8.nism
Robert   A.   Schocnb®rger's  modified  scale  was  used74   (in
Appendix).     The  results  of  the  survey  in  Table   15  show  that
76%  of  those  judrg®d  conserve.`tive  tgive  more   gupp6rt  to  civil
liberties  than  liborals,   of  w.horn  677u  give  support  to  civil
libSrti®s,
These  two  discrepancies  in  a  conserv&tiv®  attitude
can  be  speculated  upon  as  part  of  the  changing  values  a
communit,y  acquires  as  it  makts  a  transition  from
to ©sellschaft.
em®inscli&ft
The  city  of  Pi®dmont  lends   sup¥`ort  to  this
since  it  is  becoming  industrialized  into  a  modern  city.    That
it  is  a  sout}`iern  cit}r  and  still  has  a  farming  community  in
its  Contiguous  area.   Shows   it   has   a  heritaS%e  of  an  €i£I`ari&n
®conony  and  couriiunity  and  the  values  that  go  with  it.     In
this  sense  there  is  an  ®xist8nce  of  both   societ&l  tyLb`®s  &s
Tonnios  describes  them  in  a  period  of  transition.     i.7ith
pressure  on  southern  states  t,o  dessa`r.egat,e
74s®e   Appendix  A.
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their  schools  and  businesses  tr`.ere  seems  to  be  an  optimistic
and  progressive  current  for  growth  a.nd  development.     This
can  only  break  down  the   strong  col-iesiveness   of  the   coELm.uriity
t,o  develop   secondary  and  contractual  relationshi..Ss  which
are  considered  necessary  for.a  technolo.;a.ical  and  industrial
society  and  to  r.ia.ke  the  transition  to  a
society.75
esellscheft, type
i..?any  writers  have  argued  that  the  alienation  and
rootlessness  of  modern  man  has  `oeen  caused  by  the  loss  of
community  Tfr'hich  results  from  t,he  loss  of  .€trimary  3.rong
relations  for  seco.ndary  oneso:   as.-`,   society  becomes  more
com.®1ex.76     The  analysis  o±.  tz;i`s   ''sense   of  cor[i,nunity"   can
be  belabored,   but  its  r.elationshiT¥  to  conservat,ive  and
authoritar`ian  attit,udes  boints  out  t,hat,  it  would .be
useful  in  furt,her  research  about  -,.`:`olit,ical  ideology,
attitudinal  Scales,   and  voting  behavior.    The  analysis  of
survey  data  now  tur`ns  to  some  inferences  concernin.;:  authori-
tarianism.
75Refer  back  t,o  paf.'es  9-10,  also  4-8  for  full  analysis.
76A  feT„  of  t|iese  writers  are   ie.oastian  De  Grazia,
The   Political   Col`rLur.itv(1948) ;   i:ric}i  :W.r.o"n,   :£j±±  ±!±j|g  JociL.ty-, -_ r=
|iT55.  ;   and  1..lillian  Lornharisei,
( 1959)  :
1tle  |'=olit)ics of  J  6.ss   t]ociety
Or.e  writer--Russell  ;.,irk--has  '.-jrit,ten  about,  t,he
sa.me  loss   of  co:-.irnunity  and  encoun=`:`.es  a   return  to   it   in
the  sense  of  Burkean  conservatism  by  ret,urnim;  I,o  the  soil
and  farm.
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Table   16_______                i
Auth6ritarianism  and  The
Author.itarian
J2fi Pr`esidehtial  Vote
Nixon-     r{um,Shrey-    1/7allace-
=_Aha.apapvl__ IiTuskie           Griff in
26               29                      9
Equalitarian           10              10                    3
No   Response 332
I)idn't     No
Vote           Rests.onse  Tote.
2682
1125
1.                               2      .                         11
The  sam.Lgle   is   overt.u'helmint®ca`1y  authoritarian   (72;J).
This  makes  it  a  little  easier  to  infer  that  -,:.Tallace  su¥Tjorters
tended  to  be  authoritarian.     In  tur`n  there  is  reason  to
believe  as  in  Table  17  that  those  vi.ho  are  authorit±rian  and
low.in  civil  libertarianism  would  more  likely  be  ','jallace
voters  and  su..¥¥jorters  in  a  lar;-:er  sample  because  of
1`,7allace's   a?g=€`,eal,   and.  su.:i±..`.orb   on  the  basis   of  the   "la'..,'   and
order"  issue  and  t3r.otectiori  of  Private   .uroijerty.     These
issues   stress  Tjrotect,ion  of  L#ro-.9erty,   ordel.  ar.d  -.€`erha.f3s
duties  rather  than  i)er'sonal  liberties.
Authoritarianism  cl.nd  Civil  Liberties
Low
Authoritarianism      24







Aut,!ioritarianism  is  triou%ht  df  as  a  threat  to  an
equalitarian  society.     But  as  it  has  been  iisointed  out
authoritarianis:.1  is  often  an  integ.I.al  .I;art  of  a  sense  of
community  and  conservatism.     Ah  alternative  ex;a;1anation  is
that  the  1968   election  and  the  campaign  i'ssue  of  ''law  and
ordert'  created  a  reaction  to  many  of  the  events  of`  1968-69.
Where  disorder  and  anarchv  showed  its  head  ther`e  was  the
o®inion  that   this   never  ha-;1.{-`iened  'r)efore   eit,her.  in  the
city  streets  or`  on  the  college  cam-.Buses;   there  was  a  great,er.
need  for  disci+aline  in  many  peo,kjle's   eyes.     This  may  well
have  created  an  authoritarian  reaction,  if  the  attitude
did  not  already  exist.
7f,'hatever  has  been  offered  above   still  1eavcJ`s  the
im=E!ression  there  are   elements  of  a  conservative  and
authoritarian  trend  in  .€olitical  t,hinking  in  America.
These  elements  contain  contr`adictions.     It  is  im.jortant  to
realize  tliat  it  is  the  reco±:nition  of  these  contradictions
that   also  describes  a  belief  system.     Thus  r`okeach's  0-`'.`,en
and  Closed  ,I.:ind  Frrovides   one  l{,Jith  alogical  connection  to
the  ar£:ument  that  authoritarianism  does  exist,.     Rokeach's
analysis  shows  trie  closed  mind  does  not  recognize  the
contradictions  in  its  beliefs.     Since  authoritar.ianis`n  does
not  seem  to  correlate  .vJtll  witri  a  his.h  libertarianism
(see  Table  17)   or  with  a  low  misanthropic  attitude   (see  table
14)   deriionstrates  that  the  closed  mind  as  a  unit  of  analysis
hay  be.\ useful.
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}'?any  of  the  campaign  issues  coincide  with
conservatism  and  author.itarianism.     These  can  be  looked
at  first  in  relation  to  state's  rights.
8.      S1'J;.TE'S   RIGliTS
The  central  issue  of  scat,e's  rierjht,s  is  over  the
degree  of  centralizat,ion  of  LE;-olit-ical.-.so`fj.er;   that   is  Should
it``.`   jb®  ,ij  wielded  more  by  tr.e  federal  government   or  by  the
st,ate  gover`nrnents?     Cha.©ter.  IV  has   investig,`ated  st,ate's
rights  more  as  a  F.rag.matic  t5olicy.  rather  than  a  political
theory  or.  doctrine.     In  the   South  it   develo4f..ed  alon{g  with
a  conservative  a€:ricultural  society.     It  develoi€}ed  to
protect  the  vested  interests  ol-  such  a  society,  its
status g]±g  or  even  it,s  way  of  life.    There  is  reason  to
belieSe  that  if  the  South  held  a  constitutional  major.icy
in  the  early. days  of  the  na.t,ion,   t.h.e  I:orth  may  have
developed  a  state's  rights  cioctrine  to   .9rotect,  industr.ial
interests.     Regardless  of  the  vested  inter`est's  that  .`JI'ere
I.rotected  the  Problem  of  whc>  held  the  ulti.mate  i*olitical
.®ov¢.er  in  the  nation  to  make  authoritative  decisions
binding:  on  the  whole   society  was  settled  by  the  Civil  1.I,'ar.
It  was  solved  legally,  but  cult,ur`ally  normat,ive
behavior  continued  to  su.trtort   st.'te's  ri=ihts.     T'he  question
can  be  posed  does  such  sup-,€`;orb   still  exist   in  the  Soutr,
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and  if  so  is  statels  rights  a  relevant   ®olitical  doctrine?
If  so  does  it  relat,e  to  conservatism  and  authoritarianism?
What  follows  is  the  grou,u  of  issues  concerning.
state's  rights  that  respondents  were  asked  to  give  their
Opinion:
School  Segregation
Government   Ownership
Government  Plannin.g
Law  and  Order
Social  't',:elf.are  Act,ivity
School.  Inte£;ration
Sup.Sort  Government  Authorit,y
State I s   Rit%'rits
Private  I'roL®erby
These  above  issues  have  two  main  themes  in  State's
Rights.     One  is  that  of  decentralizinf;.  government;   the
second  is  that  of  opposing  the  collectivism  of  t,he  ''welfare
state".    Four.  of  the  issues  deal  with  the  decentra.Iization
of  federal  Sower.     Three  deal  with  the  welfare  state,   and
two  others  deal  with  "lan  and  ol.der"  and  Private  .eroF.erty.
What  follows  is  t,he  tabulat,ion  result  of  the  nine
above  issues  that  were  in  the  questionnair`e  accor`ding  to
conservat;ive  and  authoritarian  res:-:ondents.
State,s  Ri hts.     The  first  issue  to  be  cop.sidered
is   Conce'rned  with   extending  too  mucri  federal   .Lh`,ower  over
state  and  local  `%overnments   (Table   18).     Of  all  the
people   al`s\`'erin€?,   587=;  a£:reed  too  much  federal   ::-ower  had
been  extended  over.  the  states;   11;~.:  said   it   depends   "how  you
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look  at  it";   20;6  disagreed  that  it  was  too  much;   and
11f3  said  they  ''didn't  know"  anything  about  it.     Overt half
of  the  sam!3le   (58;';}   su..oported  state's  right,s.     Further
analysis  of  these  res?Liondents  `.`tho  a.i;reed  too  much  federal
¥iower  had  been  extended  over  the   states   showed  that
64fg   (34)   were   jud€>.ed   conservat,ive   and   767;   (39)   were   judged
authoritarian.     Those  res,trrondent,s  judg.:ed  as  liberal
numbered  36;5   (19)   and  24;`'';   (12)   were   jud.':ed   as   equalitarian.
This  gives   some  su-.€h]Sort  to  an  association  between  state's
rights,   conser`vatis-!n,   and  authoritarianism.




State's   Ri,.®`hts
4t`:res        It   DeT-ends        Disa,Fr.ee        Don't   Know
343m'+
53a                    ,o 90
Authorits`rian       39                      6                    12
Equalit,ariari      12             JL           +
Totals 5|a                       10                         17 90
aDifferences  in  t,abulations; result  from  the  comt.let,e-
ness   or  inco.r.ieleteness  of  res.:ionses  t,o  t,he  various  attitude
scales.      Sori.e-att,itude   sc&les` were   co:r!=ileted  while   others   were
incom-.®lete,   this  discre':`ancy  will  a.,`:+.®ly  to  all  followin::  tables.
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Cover.nment   Ownershi®. Government  ownership  of
public  utilities  is  a  secondary  issue  t,o  state's  rights
since  it  infrin.i?;es  on  state  and  local  government  power  or
state  and  local  autonomy  in  -.?+ublic   services .and  welfare.
On  this  issue  resi3ondents  corild  eit+.er  airee  or  disa;ree
that  i-overnment,   should  own  all  :`iublic  utilities   (Table  19).
It  is  contr`adictory  to  t,he  thesis  that  state's  ri;-=hts  is
related  to   conser.va.tism  and  a.uthorital.ianism  when  89;.';  of
96  respondents  at:reed  to  `fS.overnment  owners.hip  wi-tile  only
11}73  disa€Sreed.     This   can  only  be   ex.itlained  as   either  a
contradiction  in  the  r.es.Tpondents'   belief  system  or  just,  a
react,ion  to  u_r;set  the  results  of  a  questionnaire  that  i`'as
personally  re-Sngnant.     As  a  contr.adiction  in  a  belief
system  many   resT{ondents  rr!a.y  feel   &`overnment   o-wnershi}&--
f eder`al  or.  state--',.fould  be  beneficial  to  the  cor.imunity,
thus   allowini   them  to   su:.:+iort   :i3`overnment   o+.'nershi:=  while
crit,icizing  a  strong;  feder`al  fovernment  ',.I.ithin  a  some',ifhat
c.losed   belief-disbelief  dimension  a€`  analyzed  by  I=iokeach.77
0f  t,hose  w.ho  agreed  I.,'ith  the  question  on  government
ownershi}€   55;'`;   (47)   were   cc)nser`vat,ive,   45;';  wer;   liberal,
showing  little  variation.    Trie  authoritarian-equalitarian
attitude  has  sor,ie  variatior„   but  une.v.I-.ectedly  in  t,he
77Refer  to   Cha:tter  IV,   r.ii„   44-46.
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direction  of  aut}-ioritarianisrl  with  73f6  (61 )   "agreeing"
while  only  277:;   (23)   of  those   iud::,:ed  li'oer.al  a¢¥reed   to
£:over.nrr.ent  ownershiifii.     If  this  contradiction  honestly
exists,   this  ;:':ives  furtlier  su-:.Sort  of  the  relationshiT)s
between  the  ''closed''  mind  or  authoritarianism  and  conserva-











School   Sc .Tref3.8.t,ion. The  issue  of  school   se.:.,re&ation
C`eals  i.fit,h  "seperate.  but  'equalt'  facilities.     i\'egroes  .have
l`i&;hts,   ti,ut   it   is  best  to  keerp  them  seL€3erate  from  whites.
The  resz,`onse  to  this  issue  was  to  agree   or  disa€;ree.     A£;.ain
another  contradiction  is  found  with  62;`;  disaeg:reeing  `fuJith
..jegrei.;ation  while   38;';  did  a£.:fee   (Table   20).
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One  would  exF}ect  o:Sinions  to  run  against  integration
in  the  South,   es.®ecially  if  enforced  by  federal  laws.
Of  those  who  disa£`reed  with  segreg.ation  in   schools  41%   (24)
were   judged  conservative  and   597j   (35)   were   considered  as
liberal,   not  quite  a  10;`.;  difference.     Liberal  act,itudes
do   coincide  with  intefratidn..i  as  vi.ould  be   .a.redicted  'bthile
conservative  attitudes  coincide  wit,h  segre€.ation.     Those
.resi?,ondent,s  who  a.a-I.eed  with   sea.re.gation  shows   627';   (23)
judged  as  conser.vative  and  only  38f;;   (14)   as  liberal.
On  the  authorital`ian-equrlitarian  attitude  d.irnen8ion  of
those  ``I'ho   ag.reed  witr:.` segregation  897;   (33)   were  judged
authorital`ian  with  only  llj.a  (4)   as  equalitarian  as  would
be  predicted.    :But  a  contradiction  arises  when  examinin&-
those  res:-Sondents  who  disagreed  with  segregation:     64j;
(39)   were  jud£:p:ed  authoritarian  and  36;'i   (22)   were  liber.al.
Table  20
Co nse rvat ive
Liberal
Totals










The   co]1tradiction  may  only  be  an  a}.;.:'.`j.ar.ent   one   because  the
entire  sa.m¥le  is  ovem'helmingly  author.itarian  in  attitudes.
Since  inferences  are  to  be  made  the  contradiction  flight  be
further  explained  by  the  ''sense  of  corm,unity"  analyzed  in
Chat}ter  I  and  IV.     Here  the  contradictions  of  the  closed
mind  in  its  belief-disbelief  dimension  might,  also  explain
this.     But  the  existence.  of  the  "conr.^tunit,y"  and  the  i-el.iod
of  transition  to  a e s el i s ch aft ty:E-3e  society  would   explain
the  dor,iinance  of  authoritarianism  as  a  vestige  of  the
"community"  or >g'em.einschaft, society.     This  same  analysis
was  used  in  the  study  of  Tables   15  and  17  about  civil
libertarianism.
Sc}iool   Inte®-ration. School   inte€®.`ration  is  the
fourth  issue  concerned  with  the  decentralization  of
f ederal  I,lower..     This  issue  deals  with  the  interference
of  the  federal  :over.nment  in  inte&`r.ating`  local  schools.
Respondents  answered  to  the  statement   ''the  government  in
Washin.€=t,on  shoulc`   stay  out  of  the  quest ion  of  whether
white  and  colored  children  go  to  the  same  school."     It,
seems  that  since  a  samr;ile  of  southern  voters  disagreed  to
school  segre.=ation  they  agree  with  school  intef:ration  or
disa&.fee  to  the  question  :8osed  about   inte&*::ration.     ii.greement
on  this  issue  is  concerned  with  keel._,ini  the  federal  govern-
ment  out   o£.  local   school   systems.     The   result,s  of  91
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respondents  on  t,his  issue   (Table  21)  ar,e\  fairly  well  sF'lit--
4076  a£,reed  tli.at  £Lovernment,  srtould  not,  interf ere  with  local
schools  on  the  is.sue  of  race,   wr.ile  38;;  disagreed.     Only
217;  said   "it  depends"  and  1;.';  ''didn't   know"   about  it.
The  answer   '    sceris  that   sine.e  a  majority  disa€orees  i`.iith
se`?.refation,   intetf./,ration  is  acce:a;`table.     The  question  then
becomes  how  will   integr.ation  .T,roceed,   esp.ecially  w}ien
21;:5  say  ''it  de}±.ends".     Localism  seems  to  influence  these
resu].ts  and  Points  out  the  present  disar±.reement  in  the  south
and  the  nation  as  to  how  integ:ration  should  be  carr`ied  out.
It   should  be  noted  thoug,h  the.t  of  those  407;  who  a:greed
with  ,iJ;overnment  non-interference  67;i:   (24)   were  conservative,
867£  (30)   authoritarian  and  only  33;-`j  liberal  withl47;  equali-
tarian.     T`i`.-ith  those   respondents  who  disa£Hreed  a  lar.ge
majorit,y, 76;'-`;   (26)   were  liberal.
Table   21
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But  with  those  who  disa€`r.eed  with  g6vernm®nt  non-interference
70%   (26)   were   jud£;`ed  authoritarian;   .a.  contra.diction  hot
®xpectod  to.  supF.orb  the  r®lat,ionship  between  state's   rigz`its
and  conservatism.     This  contradiction  can  be   ®xplain®d  as
in  the  ®r®vious  issue  on  the  basis  of  t}.i®'  transition  from
em®inschaft   to esellschaft, Society  a.nd  the  existence  of  a
predominantly  authoritarian  saxple.     School  integration  a8
an  issue  within  scat,e's  rights  has  yielded  ddt,a  to  su?:For.t
its  relationship  with  consel`v6tism.     Aut£^ioritarianism  finds
support  because  of  its  n&rro-w  variation  dn  this  issue.
The   second  t,hems  of  st&t®'s   ri`2^`hts  deals  with  the
welfare  state.     tw-hat  ar.e  the  relationships  of  `faovernment
planning,   soci€`l  welfare  activity  and  sup}`ort  of  govern-
mental  aut}ior`ity  to  state's  rights,   conservatism  and  autF`or-
itaria.nism.
Government   Pla.nni .     Government  planning  ig  an
important  part  of  the  T',welfare  state"  which  Plans  key
sectors  of  the  economy  for  it  is  an  issue  that  conservatives
often  view  as  8oci&listic  if  not  communistiG®  To  the
Conserve.tive,   planning  disr.u.^8ts  the sta.tug gJi9.,   the   8,r@.nd
scheme  of  thind¥s,   or  the   slow  oi.aq:anic  growth  necessa.ry  for
society.     To  a   sense   of  cormunity,   :evlanninc¥  w-ould   seem
instrumental  and  shallow  since  growth  is  considered  to  be
ortranic  and  slow  to  b®   of  any  good.
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To  su:tF>ort  the   existence  of  these  variablcs  of
Conserv&t,ism,   community, and  authoritflr`ianism  the   response
t,o  the  question  '`depr.essions  can  be. prevented  by  proper
government   ,Eilanning"  is  as  follows   (from  Table  22):
18%  a;:;.`ree,   82%  disaL?,`ree.      Of  t,hose  who   disa;ree   44`/   (34)   are
jude,.ed  conservc-`tive,   56;1;   (45)I  liberal;   on  t,he  authorit,arian-
equalit,arian  dimension  74;'`;   (58)   are   jude:ed  authoritarian,
13jJ  equalitarian.    Ther-...  is  little  va`riatior,  here,   in  fact
the  liber`al  disaf I.ees  almost  as  much  as  the  authoritarian
and  more  than  the  coriservfjtive.     The  vestiges  of  values
of  a  sense  of  co_rmunity  in  a  tr`ansition  period  to  a
£:esellsch€.ft   society  seems  to  be  +part  of  the  explanation
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The  closed  mind  as  a  unit  of  analysis  would  also  be
applicable  on  the basis  of  the  belief-disbelief  dirr,ension,
but   less`   imLLlor.Cant   than  the   sense  of  co.rmunity.
social  T,`,'elfareActivitv





Totals                  11                          25
Authorit£:iian
rialitarian
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Social  ',.`Jelfai-e Activit,v.     This  issue  asked  if  the
national  government   should  or  should  not  do  more  in  the
field  of  social  welfar`c.     nl.he   res¥;oases  i-¥.fjre   ''about   rii:}`tt,"
''too  much,"     ''riot   enou`£.:h,"  and  ''don't   kno\^j`."     The   results
(1`rom  Table  23)   are  as  follows:     13f3  said  it  w'as   ''about
ri&`ht";   27.;;  said   ''toct  iuch";   40;A;  said   ''not   enough"   and
20%  said  ''don't  kn`ow".     It  is  interesting`  to  note  that  only
27jf  of  the   resFBondents   said  there  1,rv.as   ''too   much't  welfare,
while  at  least   53j;;  said  t,here  was  a LBjiqul  for  s`ocial  welfare
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if  not  €.nough  of  it.     In  recalling.  George  {'q.allace's
1968  President,ial   platform,   care  for  the  af£`ed  and  I'['`iedicare
had  a  h-i&-h  -^®r.iorit,y.     This  points  out   rei#,ardless  of  the
f ear  of  f ederal  ?j`ower,   social  welfare  activity  is  acce¥`table
even  to  the  scat,c's  rit¥hter's.     In  fact  in  the  iq.merican
two   :!`:7a.rty    sys.ten-;.  both  Re±.5ublicans   and   Democrats   su.€i:,3ort
social  welfare,   excer3.t  in  t,he  de`?pree  or  intensity  of
su¥Tt.ort.     Even  conservat,ive   .¢;`oliticians  find  it  necessary
to  suiis¥olt   social  .w.elf are    policies  tLo  win  votes.     The
reverse  would  be  expected,   that,  conservatives  crit,ize  and
liberals   sub-tort   social  vv'elfare  policy.     To  some  extent
more  conseSvatives  84%   (21)   tended  to  say  t.here  is  ''too  much"
social  welfare  activity  than  liberals;    nor.e  liberals
84;%   (29)   than  conserv{=tives  t,ended  t,o   say  there   is   ''not
enough".     On  the  authol`itarian-equalital`ian  diniension  t,her.e
is  little  var`iation  6n  this  issue  as  has  occured  in
previous  issues.
Sut:it=-opt   Federal Authority.    This  third  and  final  issue
dealing  with  the   ''welfare   scat,e"  is  concerned  with  sui.:Sol.ting
the  federal  government  in  discielinint?i  college  disorders
•  by  cuttinqQ7-   off   stud+jnt   aid.     'l'he  I'esr.`,onses  on  this  question
are  fair.1y  even   (Table  24)i     Result,s   show  38,.4`.i  agreed  to
take  aid  away,   30;-£.disa;reed,   26;;  said   ''it   de¥;ends':,
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only  6;:;  said  they  didn't  know  about  it.    This  issue  nay
well  be  a   `poor  one  to  compare  with  state's   r.ida:hts  and
conseivatism.     Response  to  this  issue  shows  litt,le  variation.
SuTt€`ort   F`eder€'j.i   Cover.nment 1ut' ho ritv
Agree        It,   De`i}ends        Disai',:fee        Don't   I:now
Conser.vELtive      18                       8                               .15
Lib eral EH       EE=















This  is  ¥irobably  a  reaction  to  what  may  seem  to  be  anarchy
or  danger  to  oneself .     Few  -®eo-tie  are   r.eally  Close  to  cam!Sus
rebellions  and  may  not  be  too  alarmed,   not  as  nucr.  &s  a
city  riot,  or  de.Tons,t,ration.     So  the  rc!noteness  of  tr,e
campus  may  cushion  the  reaction  against  such  disturbances.
None  the  less  a  reaction  may  have  occured  which  has  little
relation  to   con'serv`.:,tism.
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Two  final  issues  concerning  law  and  order.  and  urivate
property  have  been  im`.rportant  .carts  of  the   1968  Presidential
campaigns  and  election.     State's  ri.ghts  is  related  to  these
tv,'o  issues  in  that  the  st,.jtes  want  the  rig.,ht  to  enl-orce
liberties  as  well  as  i£`rotect  them  and  .r+rivate  Property.
rfost   ?eoFle  who   su::7.^&iort   state's   rifhts  are  southerner.s  who
f eel  the  laxity  of  federal  enforcement  to  -protect  -:Drive.te
pr.o:q?erty  and  the  white  man's   rig®hts   has   cause.d  da.mage   in
€:reater  enforcement  of  Ne¢gro  r`ifhts.     Therefore  state's
rights  may  relate  to   stricter  law  enforcement  and  -L@rotection
of  :*2rivate  _eroperty.     This  is  not  t,o   say  ''laTh.  and  or`der"
and  the  .i;`rotection  of  fjrivate   ;£roper`t,y  wer`e  not  relevant,
issues  outside  the  s.outh  in  1968.     If  conservatism  i:revailed
•in  moderation  with  the  election  of  ftichar`d  Nixon,   :3+rivate
pro-perty  should  be  considered  an  integral  .Sart  of  it.     And,
if  aut,horitar`ianism  has  bee.n  investigated  in  the  same
campaign  then  elec`tion  aTE`peals  of  ''1aw  and  order"   should
be   considered  imSortant.     Since  `I.i'allace   st,ressed  ''law  and
order"  and  rfu.as  accused  of  usin%`   it  as  a  signal  for  racism
it  would  seem  to  relate  inore  t,o  autrioritari&nisn.     Both   .
•  of  these  issues  should  be  looked  at  in  relation  to
. civil  liberties  rat,her  than  state's  rig.hts.
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C.      CIVIL   I.IBERTlils   AND   PRIVATE   PROPERTY
The  Neg:ro  civil  ri{i-hts  movement  of  mid-twentieth
century  has  had  a  ¥r`ofound  effect  on  American  society.     I.`:any
citizens  may  feel  it  is  time  to  give  the  I.leg:ro  fir`st  class
citizensrii:S  with  all  its  o.®Fort,unities  to  achieve  the
supposed  American  dream.     There  no  doubt  has  been  much
soul-searching  to  ffain  these  ends..    But  Tnany  cultural
norms  still  exist  to  influencevthe  r.ole  of  the  Ne.;-ro  in
American  society.because  of  a  few  centur`ies  of  slavery,
then  a  century  of  segr.e.gation.    These  cultural  norms  and
roles  ar.ose,   first  as  master-slave;   tlien  white-"nig.'..ert';   a.nd
now  white-Negro.     These  roles  enforced  segregation  inforrnally
if  not  formally.    The  effects  of  traditional  norms  embedded
by  segl.eg.,.at,ion  bring:s  a  backlash  reaction  to  the  civil
ritrhts  r!iovenent„     Irany  are  still  opposed  to  &`iving  the
Negro  first  class  citizenship.     IIere  the  conservative
may  want  to  retain  the  traditional  statuses  and  roles  as
well  as  autr.ority  that  ke_Bt  the  Neg5ro  inferior.
In  the  sout,h  }3rivate  LSrorjerty  was  always  hifihly
valued.     It   ..rovided  status  through  pr.estig.e  and.wcajlth.
But  today  `v'hen  the  civil   ri.i:hts  movement   endan{:;er.a  private
Ftroperty  by  asking.  for  a  collective  solution  to  the  I.roblem
of  }Erovidins  equal  ri{:hts  and  oi,:i`uol`tunities   it  nejr;.lects
private  :£r`operty  and  order.     If  a  society  is  to  realize
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a  democratic  ideal,a  conservative  sense  of  community
cannot  hold  s`\'ay  because  it  would  stress  traditional
author.icy  trtat  j3rotects  the status g|E needed for  a
democracy  and  its  ideals  because  a  collectivism  based  on
an  interde.Ar}endence  of  social.,   econoiic   and  .Bolitical
roles  is  needed.     The esellschEift  also  needs rationality
and  to  govern  hurman  relations  not  the  traditional  author.ity
and  roles  of erieinschaft.     Here  civil  libez¢ies  should
be  g`iven  priority  over  i#rivete  propert,y.because  this  collect-
ivism  runs  against  the  idea  of  Fjrivate  i3roperty  theoretically.
In  looking  at  the  survey  data,   it  was  found  71$5
(of  88}   scored  high  on. civil  liber.tarianism,  1.Jith  29;`;
scoring  1ol`l  in  su`r3¥ort  of  Civil  liberties   (Table  25).
How  relevant  is  this  when  it  comes  to  the  ;£iossession  of
private  proz3er+y?     An  overii,'.h.elr.iin€.:   81`;i  of  the   sainple  agrees
private  :;¥,rof.,erty   s.hould  be   :`;rotected  I.i-hile  only   18;;  dig.aE.Pee
or  say   ''it  depends"   (17;  ''don't   know").
Civil  Libert{-|riari.ism  6nc:  Private
Civil
Liberties        A.F:ree
Low                          23
P ri va t e
It    De.~,enc}s
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I.?eam`,'hile   68;/3   (48)   of  those  -i,ho  agr.eed,   scor.ed   high  on
libert,arianis:n,   with  327`;   (23)   of  t,hose  \fu`ho  8&reed   scol`ed
low.      How  much  riore   valuable   is  `i?rivet,e   .i+ro.7ierty  than
civil  liberties?    T.his  ceh  be  another  element  of  comunity
that  has  cut  acr`bss  many  other  issues.     In  lookim:  at
Table  26  about   :.`,rivat,e   `L:,ro-,?erty,   an  oven./helrnin:E  najorit,y--
78;*3--a€";ree   to  the   .-=rotection  of   Private   pr`operty.     Only
8i*;  disa€.;Fee   and   13`,./;   say   "it   derjends".      The   result,s   show
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7112
Fee        Lon't   I{now.
Authc)ritar.lan       58                    7
Eaualitarian         16                  6
Totals            74                 13
1
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Of   those   who  a€.;rae   55;7.g   (39)   were   conservatives   and  45;:;
(32)   were  liberal;   78r5   (58)   were  atithoritarian  and,127;   (16)
were  equalitarian.
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Supfport  of  civil  liberties  may  not  be  as  strong
as  the  data   suggests,   because  of  the  str.onf;  value  of  private
property.     r'Tany  people  may  have  atte!n-,I..,ted  t,o  answer
questions  in  ways  that.  vfould  seem  favorable.     A  look  at
the  issue  of  ''law  and  order"  may  furt,her  clarify  the
situation,
Civil  Liber.tarianisri  and  Law  and  Order
Civil
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0192
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''Ijavi.  and  order''  means  stricter  enforcement  of  the
law  and  a  ty.:I;e  of  ti¢ii-hter  control  over  society  to  create
order.     There  is  the  dan&:er  to  be  considered  as   seen
in  W'allace's  slo,{=an  of  enforcin.:  the. law  too  s'trictly  to
the  extent  some  liberties  are  suppressed.     Table  27
shows   73f;£   (64.)   of  tkose  res:L`onding   say  there   is   ''not
enou.:h"  law  and  or`der.     Of  those  saying  ther`e  is   ''not
enou&.h"  law  and  order,   70f3   (45)   are  hi€u:_`hly  libertarian.
This  seems  to  su=`-j¥ort,  further  t,he  idea  that,  Tprivate  L=I.operty
as  an  integ:rcil  ¥ia.I.t   of  conservL.tism  is  more   im,`tortant  than
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civil  liberties.    Thoui;h  this  is  li.r.-iited,   it  could  be  the
values  of   conmunity  being   challen,?;;ed  by  the  rr.odern esell-
scha±.t  tyF3e   society.     The  data   shows   perhaps  me.n  is
alienated  and  anomic  as  a  result  of  losini=  his  sense  of
cop..munity  in  a  transitiori  period  to  a f e a e i i s cha ft ty:a,e
society.     Further  analysis   si``ows  that  of  the  73;J.3  of  the
rest-ondents  that  said  there  wa.s  not  enou:`.`h  law  and  order
(Table  28);   53;';   (3,5)   wet.e   conservative   and   47;:;   (31)   .t.'ere
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J}.gain  as  in  most  of  the  issues  conservatism  and  authoritar-
ianism  seem  to   coincide.     Thou;..h  on   some   issues   the  conceTut
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of  the  closed  mind  and emeinschaft  and esellschaft
were  used  to  explain  contradictions  and  unex:.iected
va.r`iations.     The  thesis  that  conservdtism  and  a.uthoritar-
ianism  are  closely  interrela.ted  with  ste.te's  ri{cLhts  and
a  sense  of  co,"qunity  has  found  tentative  sup.3or*  in  the
analysis  of  the  I,..revious  issues.     The  su.Sport  is  by  no
means  definite  or  final,  but  the  data  does  point  out  some
trends  on  =L?olit,ical  at,titudes  and  points  out  the  direction
of  furtrier  research  on  changes  in  political  at,titudes  and
opinions.
CHAPTER  VII
A   RE/.CTI0N   0R   HOI`itlsT   Col..;SERV;-.`TIV£   PROGl{.'J.I
Chapter  I  posed  three  questions  centr`al  to  this
thesis  which  wer.e  answered  by   su`osequent   cha.@ters,   both
theor.etically  and  e"3irically;  but  only  t,Sntatively:
1.     IS  scat,e's  riGT;hts  a  r`elevant   ¥,olitical  doctrine
today?
Does   conser`vat,ism  su.:`,press.  individual  liberties
for  pro:i3erty  ri:hts?
3.     Does  such.  a  conserv€.tism  relate  to  autlioritarianism?
As  a  doctrine  that  pr.Caches   :+`olitical   supremacy  of  the  states,
st,ate's  rights  is  no  longer  relevant.     But,   it  can  be
concluded  that   state's  rights  does  have  r=levance  today
as  "an  institutional  device  for  better  preserving;.  the  r.i,3hts
of  a  people  of`  a  state.78    Result,s  of  the  survey  point
out   sup.:.=tort  for  state's  I.i.=hts  as  seen  in  trfe  nine  issues
of  Scbool   Sef3:regation,   `e:over'rment   ot.`'ners}:ir„   govel.rment
plannine€,   law  and  order,   social  welfare  act,ivity,   school
integ.re.tion,   suppor.t  gover`nment  authority,   state' s  ri&Dhts
and  private   iSroBer`t,y.     The  result,s  of  the  survey  also
su:}E.orb  the  thesis  that  conservatism  and.  autr.oritari€`^nisn
were  closely  related  in  the  1968  Fr`esidential  elections.
78A.p.   Grimesi
American  I.`olitical  T}iou9lit ke. ±.
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These  attitudes  as  definite  ``Solitict->l  trends  in  America
today  are  often  closely  related  to  a  sense  of  corimunity.
A  close  relat,ionship  has  been  deferided  between  conservLtism,
authorita.mianism  and  a  sense  of  community.     Private
property  as  a  traditiohal  norm  is  closel:,r  related  t,o
conservt?.tism  and  co.rmunit,y.     If  comct,.,unity  h.as  been  seen
as  cutting  across  .r,any  ol`  t,he  issues  and  w..r.iables  an
answer  to  the  question  of  suSpressinuS,`  civil  libe!rties  for
ii`rivate   -i3ro..jer*y  can  be  seen.     Agreement  to  the  i.`rotection
of  private   .-1:rot`ierty  was  s.I,own  to  be  .T,uch  a:reater  than  tr`e
support  of  civil  liberties.79    As  has  been  theorized
throud`:.hout  tkis  £[]aper  that  if  the  south  is  a  mixture  of
gemeinsc!-Laft   E:`nd e a e 11 s c ha.f t in  a  transition  .i.:el`iod,
the  values  of  co.rfirrtunity  are  morLi  deci.fly  held.     The  infrin±;e-
ment  by  t:n.e f.esells:,cl-taft ty:.,e   society  has   creij.Led  alienation,
anomie,   and  fear.80    The  :len  that  feel  the  inp5ct  of  t`nis
#esellschaft  society  find  only  one  alternative  but  to
react  against  it  unless  t}`iey  resign  themselves  to  accept,
the  change.     Thus  what,  the   sur.vey  has  point,ed  out  in  the
last  part  of  Chapter  VI  is  that  the  civil  rip hts  movement
today  has  created  a  reaction--a  wliite  backlash  which  may
79Data  found  in  Cha,jter  VI,   PP.   89-90.
8°Pieference   made   in  Chalu`.ter   I,   pp.   4-10;   Chapter  IV,
pp.   38-40;    Chapter   Vli   i;'g=S=S±±±±.
be  supported  by  values  of eme in scha ft .
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i'?any  citizens  feel
equal  ri:h,ts  and  9pi`ort,unities  must  be  f=`iven  t,o  the  Negro
but  not  at  the  expense  of  endangerin&.  private  I.roperty
or  t,heir  own  r.ig.I.ts  and  values.
With  the  three  questions  tentatively  dns-w.el.ed  another
problem  arises.     The  question  df  how  change  will  take
Place  was  addressed  in  the  introduction.     Is  it  to  be
within  the  traditional  institutions  of  American  i£`olitics
i.e.the  two  .€-arty  system,   a  fro.gmentation  of  the  ifty`iarty
system;   or.  is  to  be  outside  of  th.ese  institutions--
revolution  or  anarchy?    All  three  alternatives  were
witnessed  in   1968.
The  tr'aditional  two  :Sarty  system  has  alt*jays  been
J
able  to  channel  conflict  and  ideolo=`ici3l  clas}-ies  to  t)ring
about  chan..?..e  peacefully.     But  did   1968   shovv.  a  failure   of
the  two  T7ar¢ies  to  accor.odate   all  the  demands   of  thf3
•   Americ€.n  i.eoE.1e  for  a   change?     If  so  t,here  may  be  a   need
to  review  political  ideas  and  policies.     Since  the  basis
of  Amcric€in  .®olit,ics  has  be.€n  liberal  Lockean  detnocracy
fr`om  the  start  of.  t,he  nation  there  has  never  really  been
a  sound  foundat,ion  for  a  conservative  ideolo,gy  in  the
Burkean  sense.     If  it  has  been  react,ionar}i  no  viable
alternative  has  ever. been  offered  in  thl€ice  of  a  liberal
democracy.     With  t,he  fragmentation  of  the  two  Party  syst,em
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into  a  third  party  the  consensus  provided  by  the  two  major.
}iarties   in  the  past  is  broken.     To  some  extent  a  democracy
de.¥iends  on  a  consensus  iaihic.n  is   endan:-;ered  when  a   third
par.ty  arises  and  receives   suB®ort  on  a  narrov.i  ideolo;=ical
base.     Usually  a  thil.d  FAar¢y  movement  is  an  attempt  by  a  min-
ority  to  force  t,he  two  major  parties  to  .Tiake  major  .Solicy
chant_I..es.     The   State.'s  rt.ifhts  Par`ty  challe'ng,`ed  the   par.ty
system  in   1948  headed  by  Str.om  Thurmond.     The  State's  Rights
Party  of  1948  wanted   to  retain  se&Dregation  and  the
"integrit,y  of  the   races."     Geong`e.  C.   7.'`I'allace  for¥ried  t}`ie
Amer.icen  Inde:Eendent  Party  in   1968  for  much  the   same  reason
as  the  1948  State's  Rig.hts  Party.     See?re,:.:ation  was  not
so  much  the  issue.     Integration  was  already  accepted;
how  inte=.ration  would  take  Place  was  the  Problem..    Just
as  the   1948   party,Geor€.,.e  1,.I-allace   condemned   ''centralized
bureaucrc:ttic. {?-ovccrnnent"  for  infriri±3+ing.  on  the   rig.hts  of
the  individuals  of  the  stet,es.    Interference  with the
local   schools  and  Su-3reme  Court   decisions  on  d.ese£_.regation,
freedotn  of  crioice   plans  and  so  on  ar`e  the  sore  F,oints  that
incite  'ii`i'allace' s  aBger.
A  polit,ical  -i3arty  ir,  Am€;r.ice   cannot   have   too  much
success  if  it,   is  fol'm.ed   on  a  nar`row  ideolo:`,.ical  bEise.     The
Republicans  and  De.rnocrats  have  always  had  a   s!jectrum
from  liberal  to  cor}servative  i.,.ithin  their  parties.     Their
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appeal  has  always  been  broad  within  the  American  public.
But  in  times  of  strain  and  disorder  in  the  ;i,olitical
syste*i  many   r~`,eo};1e  look  to   Someone   t,o   calm  their  fear.s.
This  seems  to  be  what  ',I,!'allace  has  done.     lie  satisfied
many  by   saying  what  they  wantec}   to  hc!ar  about   "laiw  and
order'';   the  Supreme  Court,   r`unnin3  thg  local  schools,
and  bussin,,%.  for  a  few.
i,a;allace  realizes  the  narrow  ideolo.i:.ical  base  of
the  America'.n  Independent  Party.     He  also  understands  American
two  I.arty   }Dolitics   and  its  `oroad  based   a:g3:..gal.      On  Au&`us`t
29-30,   1969,   '\..rallace  talked  about  t,he  imf;act  of  his  third
party  movement  on  the   American  ¥iarty  system;   while
attending  the  14th  annual  all-white  Citizen's  Councils  of
America   (a   self-admitted  chaxpion  of  se,g,regation)   he  made
these   remar`ks.
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Our  mover.ent   did  have   im?act.   .   .   because  the
average  citizen  of  every  state  understood  i..that
we  were  talkin{[:  about   ....   The  ,g:reatest
sit-£:nificance   of  our  cant;ai€L.n,   the   strtm>..:th  and   impact,
and   success  o±`  our  rrlove!nent,  was  that   the   ot,her
two  national  Flarties  took  identical  `..ositions
on  the  issues  and  respondeci  identically  to  them
in  the  future.      find  `../hen  the   c&mF.ai&n  wour.d  up
there  wasn't;  a  dirie's  \.`'or.tl-,  of  dil'f.J!rence  in
what  any  one   of  t,he  three   candia`ates  \./er`e   sayin£:.
Wallace  is  an  ex©erienced  politician.     I.e  has  read  ,his
historir  and  studied  .i:,'olitics  enou;:.h  to  re;alize  the  fate
81
Observer
M.bbJal|ace   Confident,   of   Success,
Au ..,.. ust   31,1C;69,    p.15A.
''  The   Char.lotte
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of  third  .oar¢ies.     As  a  practical  ,Solitician  he  seems  to
have  tried  to  honestly  force  a  rcali£.nment  of  the  .?olicies
of  the  tvlto  rr{ajor  parties.     Though  he  was  militant  and
often  pro'voked  disorder,   he  was  vi'orking  within  the  tradi-
tional  party  and  r7olitical  system,  not  outside  of  it.
I..'Tany  of  the  !iew  Left  groups  would  work  for  chanf e  outside
the  system  or  tr.y  to  destl`oy  it  as  they  often  esr±ouse.
Tit'allace  has.  develo®ed  a  T3owerful  instrument  in  his
thir.d  barty  along  wit,h  a  conserviLtive  trend  in  American
polit,ical  thinking..     He  is  in  a.  T.ositiori  to  force  further
chan{`:e  in  Policy,   but  does  I.ealize  his  limitations.
\.`Jallace  knows  his  third  party  v,'ill  lead  a  I.recarious
existence.     lie  is  o¥=timistic  about  it,:
I  wish  the  tine  `17ould  come  'i,'hen  there  v/ould  be
no  need  i.or  this  !r.ovement  to  exist,   because  if  the
time   ever  co_mes  that   its  not   needed,   it  means
dt  has  been  successful.   .  It  1.i,7ould   have   -.-'.-,1ayed  its
part   in  orientin.I:.:   t,he  .ot:icr  tv./o   ==:g'.rties   to  the
position
them  to
•of   the   t`;Lmel-ica.n  F'cople   v.Janted
This  may  `.`.Jell   suFiiBofro   a   conservatism.      }ioit-efully  it   can
be   8.   t,ype   of  or.';`anic   conservat,ism  where   ..::.r`o\..ith   in  the
system  is  acce:..tted  v`'}-.en  needed.     If   it   is  a   react,io.n.a.ry
std.bus £]±±g  tyr`e   of   conscl`v€..tism   only   ;i`olai-ization   can
82Ibid.
1,00
occur.     The   Burkean   conserv{-+Live  v/ould   accept   change  and
is  needed  for  c;nst,ructive   cr.iticism  of  v.`hat   o±-`t,en  seems
haphazard  liL`er.al  politics.     Becc-,use  or  the  lack  of  a
traditional  conser`vatism  i...Jallace  may  honestly  be  trying  t,o
provide  that  conser.vat,ive  alternative.     But  as  V.O.   Key
has  scat,ed,   in  the  South  "politics  i-evolve  arouncl  the
.   .   .   Negr`o"  anc}.  his  position  in  society,83  i.i.   segregat,ed
or  int,egrated.     Though  i,`Jallace's  broad  appeal  to  i,he
nation  was  not   So   narro-wly  based   on  the   I.`:eL.ro.'s   }iosition
in   society,   it  would   seem  .`.i'allace.'s   polit,ics  are   r`eact,io`nary,
rather  t,ham  construct,ive--',`Jit,h  the  riosit,ion  of  the  Negro
and   ''federal  bureaucratic   power"  as.centre;1.themes.     I{o
definit,e.  answer  ca.n  be  made   as   to   `tw.hic?1  t:,rpe   of   conservatis:t}
is  involve.d.     ?-uch  closer..analysis  is  needed  and  even  t,hen
it   may  pr`ovid.e  only  a  t,entat,ive   ans'+...er  as  to  i,v-!iat   I,he
opiriions  and  rtiotivat.ions  of  an  j'imer`ican  politic€;1  leader
rn e a n .
83v.o.   Key, Sout,hem    Politics p.    5.
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APPEl\'DIX   A :
ATTITUDIl\:A.L   SCALES
ETHh,Ocf;I.,TR]SZ,,I   ScjT.I.E :       SUC.GLsr[,ED   F`]r.,AL   FORE.I
PART   a.      i.rfiGRO   suBscAI.a
6.
Ne.I:`roes  have  their  ri.&g.hts,   but  it   is  best  to  keep
them  in  their  own  Gist,ricts  anc}  schools  and   prevent
too  ,T.uch   coritLict  with  whites.
It  woultj.  be   a.  Tnistake  to   ever  have  ]``Jegroes  for
foremen  a.nd  leaciers  over  whites.
Net.;r`o   musicians   may   sometimes   be   as   .=.ood  a.a  1.,'hite
musicians,   but   it,  is  a  .ristake  to  have  mixed  Iv-e.'±;I.o-
white  bands.
I...?anual  labor  and  unskille±`.  jobs   seem  to  fit,  the  1\`egro
ment,ality  anci  ability  bet.ter  tha.a  ri^iore  skille3.  or
responsible   `.-,'ork.
The  people. who  raise  all  the  talk  about  I..utt,inE  It`-et?;roes
on  the  same  level  as  whites  &rc3  #iostly  I.ijiical
agitators  trying  to  stir  up  cofrflict,s.
]t.:ost,   l\-rt.i,roes  w6ulci  becor.ie   overb?,ari:ig  and  disagree-
able  if   not  kept  in  their.  pla.Gel.
Pju?.T   C.      CT'fi]R  I'`.1IItoR+TIES   AND  PATpilcTIS:..I
The  people  on  welfare   pl.ove  that  'hthen  peo:i.le  of
their  type  have  too  ,much  money  ane.  free€:on,  they
just  take  a&var.ta&:e   and   cause  t,rou`01e.
The  `+7orst   e;an.ger  to  real  jl.rneric&r`ism  during  the   last
50  years  has  co.yne  from  for`eign  iaeas  and  agitators.
Now  t,hat  the  United   Na.Lions  is  set  up,   America  must
be   sure  that   she  loses   it}one  of  her  indet)enae.n.ce
and   compl`jte   power  a,s   a  sovere`i=n  natio:ri.
Certain  re.1ic£..ious   sects  `.,Tho  refuse   to  Salute  tr.e
flag  shouldr  be  forced  t,o  co:`I-orm  to  such  patriotic
act,ion,   or  else  be  abolished.
Puerto  Ricans  are  all  ri€[:.ht  in  their  place,  but  they
carry  it  too  far  when  tJ`,ey  arec`s  lavishly  €inGL  .a,o
arounc.i  with  white  girls.
6.
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America  nay  not  be  perfect,   but  the  American  way  has
brou;:`*it  us  about  as  close  as  hurian  beings   can  get
to  a  p`=:rfect   sociiety.
It  is  only  natural  and  rig.h.t  for  eac}}  person  to
thir-ik  that  his  f&mily  is  bett,er  t,han  any  other.
The  best  €ti:,uarantee  of  our  national  security  is  for
America   to  .ha.ve  the  bi.g:,:,est   army  an`Jh`.   riavy  in  the   world
ana  the   secret  of  the   atomic  ane...  hydrogen  bombs.
11.       Tifi   SEC0I....TD   F0fu.I.I   OF   T'l:Ii   POLITIcj'iL-ECCI.`'CI..HC    Coi`;S£Itv.`.TIsf`.I
SCA|,E
f`.a    I,abor  uriioris   shoulg`.  beco#ie   strong,er  and  hav-3  r.rare
influence  a-ener&11y.
2.a    I.``jost   L€:over}inent,   cont,rols   over  business   khould  .
Coritinue   after  the   Vietnani  'i''.raf.
3.a    If  j}.mer`ic.-I  had  nor.=   rn.en  like   I!ubert   humphr®y  in
office,   tw'e  .w.oulci  get   along  ]!iuch  better.
6.
The  ar`t,ist  arid  the   pr`ofessor  arc  of  .1.ust  as  much
value  to   society  as  the   `ousit-ies:imam  and  thL`
mariufacturer.
It   \fu'oult'.   be   da]`i£±.:erous   for.   the   U.S.   to  cooperat,a
too   Clo£3ely  Wit:r.  Russia.
The  best  I;`olitical  c&i.ididate  t,o  vote  for  is  tne  one
whose  &`reatest   inter'est,  is  in  fi.`€ihtirL£..:   vice  ari&   graft.
7.a    No  one   should  be   allowed  t,o   ear`n  morg   than
$25,Ol-J0   a  year.
8.a   It  is  up  to  thfj  i.ov€rnment  to  make  sure  that  everyone
has  a  secur.e  job  ajid  a  good  standard  of  living.
a
The   g:r,overrtment   shoul6-.  otw'n  ans.   operate   all  public
utilities   (trarisportation,  .g,&S,   t;lectric,   railroads,
etc , ) ,
a
10. Depressions  can  be  prevented  by  .croper  government
planr`in8.
a
11.     Pover.ty  coul`j   be  almost   entirely  dorie  Hway  with  if
i.te  made   cert¢iii'i  basic   chanf es   iri  our  social   €il`iQ




1`2.     Mer`  like   Henry  Fon±i   or  Andrew  Carnegie  who  over-
come  all  competition  on  the  road  t,o  succ.ass,   3.re
models  for  all  young  |jeople  to  admire  and  imitate.
13.     In  .£i,Leneral,   the  best  way  of  aidip,g  our  fellow
men  is  to   g;rive  time  or  money  to   some   `.rorthy
charity.
Ill.     AI''i.Hul;i;s  TO`.,-tip.Ij  clvn  i.183i-cTlzs
1.     t'Tr`.ere   should  be  a  laiw  to  I,revent  people  from
making   spe.Jches  against  our  form  of  gi:overrment.''
2.      ''Books  w:-iic}-i  oppose   cliurches   an`ri   religion  should
be  removed  from  local  cublic  libral`ies.''
''A  hit:;h   school  teacher  w±`iose   loyalty  rias  bec~;n
questioned  before   a  comT^itt,ee  of  Congrf3ss  should
be  fires;,   ®vc-n  if  ha  isn't  a  Communist.t'
f'Stat,e  fover.nments   a:nLould  have  F+ower  to  Pass  laws
mc`king:  public   sp-eeches   a{=:;-air.st   racial  ariL   ;.rGli`g.ious
a.roups   ill3[.=]al. "
tlT,i]rhen  the  police  are  lookint=:   for.  evidence  against
a  suspected  cri.Tina.i,  they  should  not  have  to
have  a  warrant  to  search  a  house.''
t'I.a.rf e-sea.Ie  rourLdups  of   'undesirables'   are
proper  as  long.  as  they  are  restricted  to  people
with  known  crirtii.rLal  records. ''
7.     ''The  government  is  acting  propel-.ly  when  it  refuses
a  passport  to  a  socialist.t'
8.     "If  a  r;lan  accuse.i  of  3.  major  crime  is  acquitt,ed  and
and  apparently  incr.imi±E.at,ing  evi=ience  is  later
discover.ed,   he  shoul.a  be  retried.''
9.     "Leg.islat,ive  corrmitt3cs   shoulct:  iiot  irivesti,=at¢  the
polit,ical  belief.s  of  univ.3i`sity  faculty  .mer,'ibers. ''
10.     ''It  is  hot  re&sonable  to  suspect  the  loyalty  of  a
lawyer.  vJ;-.o  r.epr€sents   accuseci   Com^T.unists  `before   a
cone.I.essiorL&l   committee. ''
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IV.      :`.ISAI..VTHROPY   ScjELh
''].fast  people  can  be  trusted."
"People  are  more  inclined  to  look  out  for  themselves
than  to  help  oti`,erg."
''IIuman  nature  is  fundameuta.1ly  cooperative.''
"}\'o  oi.ie  is   foin€:   to   care  much  tr.hat,  happens  to  you
when  you  fet  right  down  to  it."
''If  you  a:on't  wat,ch  yourself ,   people  will  take
advantage  of  you.tt
V.       AUTHORIT,':.RIA NISZ.I-Ei..iuALITf`ililJ.tlllff.`I   SCALE
1.     ''Human  nature  bein,:`:  what  it  is,   there  will  alt.j-ays
be  `.,Jar.   an6.   coriflict.'`
2.      Ill.test,  people  `^iho  don't  +get   ahead   just   don't   have   enou.:I+h
will  power.„
"A  few  strong  leaders  could  make.  this  country  better
t]ran  all  the  laws  arid  talk.''
4.      ''An  ir?.suit  tQ   your  honor.  should   not,  be  for::`t;ott,€n."
'1TT=TUE=S   TC'..;.I'j'`-.RD   FEUER+`i|    SOCIJ`^.L   hl'{U   i£C.Ol`Jci.JHC    ROI.ES
w.h.ich  of  the   followi.n.i=;  Go  you
ircle  your  anstiter)
6.      Setting.  mir.iinum  fua£-';e   rates
OB¥Ose any  federa.i  I.ole?
Fimiicirif.a;`   educ±tiori(buildir.:  a}rd  Operating  cost)
Fina}'icing   E}ublic  housing`
The  war  on  poverty
I..'Tedical   ct-2r.e   for  the   a:I:ed
a.   Combatt,in.£±   iiepri`3.ssioris
b.   Combattin,:i.  depr.ission  through  public  expenditure
vll.       ATTITUDEs   TCi.t-,I.j.Ri;`   Ghi\:£RAL   c.OvEF.ii7`irap`i`,i.L   soclAL   AMJ   Ecoi`Tc:I.'zlc
RC,LES
:roll,:.;,±ct.c:£cE]:ey€3:L3,i,:,*€;rjoyou





The  war  on  poverty
:'{edicc,i   c{;rc   for   the   &g:Led
Combo.tting   dc.pressioi'is
Re€ul&tin&  public  utilities
ar.y  governmental
APPENDIX   8:
PUBI,Ic   Oplr,JIG.j`.:    £uEST Icl..,. I.`;AIRE
Part  I
1.     Please   check:
I,,Tale
Female
k  ti.`e   aF.P
uilder Tgp;:3::
space  for  your  age:
Of   a€;e
year`r.,   of   aq:;e




over   6-5   years   of  a:r;..e
3.      T,.,That   kifi±   of   v`'ork   do yc)u   en,.I?-;jl8e   in?
Please  write  in  the  type  of  .r,osition  you  hold  at  work.
/
The  folio.f,'irijL;   is  a   scale   ol`   ++.ossi`ole   iricome   that,  .Tnay
be   earned  i-i  €:.   one  year  per.iod   t,im€.     Check  the   one
that   is  appropriate  £`or. you:
$10,000   and   over
7, 500-$9, 999
€5 , 000-+7 . L99
SL,OOO-+L,999
$3 , 000-$3 , 999
+2 , 000-+2 , 999
u riG e r $2 , 00 0




an   a.r.,riual   sa.Iar.y  or.  by  an  hourly  wa€.:e?
ry
ly   1,.,'age
the  highest,  yeztr  you  have  comp|et?d  in  school.
5   _6      6      7      8
Graduat¢
Grade   school:      1     2
Iii¥h   school:        910
Coil ef`;e:                     13141
Please  specil`y  the  r-=ligious  d.enoT.r,ination  you  are  a
member  of  g=  wit,h  which  you  &ree  &ffili&ted.
How  oftL.I.   do   you  t`tten&
•              Once   a   week
i.:ore  than  once  a
c©gi6nally
0}ice   or  twice  a
chur+ch?
week
year,   or  on .Special  occasions
[in
Ciheck  the  one  that  applies  to  you.
1.                 T'.'l,-ice
I,:e,:,,.ro
•              Other'
10,
(explairl)
Are   you  :n&I.I.ied   or   single.      Check  o}ie.
1.            i.tarried
8.S in.[£|e
11.      "i.:e{;jroe5  h€;.ve   their   rii:hts,   but   it   is  best  to  keep
them  in  their  own  district,a  and  schoold  and  prevent









12.      ''Labor  ui-lions   Should
influence  generally. "
.iiiree  strongly
i: r' e e
Disa,[,c Tree
become   st,rori`cj7.er  and   Have   more
Di€a.:.  Fee   st,I-onL¥l





K e  to  ever





4i';re,e   st,ron&.ly
iT r e e
Disa:fee
...,
isacTree   strori£-ly
roes or  lorernen
''5`-fo`c=.t   {±:overn.nent   control   over  business   should   continue








L`isaL-_.roe   strongly
''If   Amei`ica   had  more  men  like  Huber¢   riumphrey  in  office,
a   woulti  +i...:et   along   _rmch   beet,er.''
AgrecL.   stron`_:tly
'\rree
Digs..i.;fee strong.1y''The  artist  and  the  professor  are  of  just  as  much  value
o  society  a.a  the  busir!essman  arid  manufacturer."
Di sa I. re e
A.i.ree   str.ongly
ji!,; r'e e-\,
iJis`€t,tL res   st,rorl``Lly
f'Ne£'ro   musiciang   m€.Ly   sometimci`s   be   as   d=:ood   as   whi-\.e
musicians,   but   it  is  a  mistake  to  helve  rr,ixed   }'`-e::ro-white





.4.tree   strong;ly
a+I.ree
Disai:;fee
Disa=^`reo   stroni>`;ly
6a.
8&.
.''}fanual  labor  and  unskilled
Meg.ro  mentality  and  ability
skilled  or  responsible  wor.k.
1.                           J1^&r.ee   strongly
S&£ree
sa€`:res   strong;.ly
112
bs  seem  to  fit  the
t,ter  than  more
''It  would  b€  &angerous  for  the  U.S.   to  cooperate








isa.:.;fee   stl`on,Sly
''The  best   Dolit,ic€``l  canaidate  to  vote  for  is  the  one






o}:e   sr'iou
$25,000   a  yea.r."
Agree  strongly
2.              J`,.free
isaiF,roe
i)is..|r. res  str.ongly
o   earn  mol.e
14.        ''It  ic,  up  to  the  `+g-overrment  to  ]iake  sure  t,I,at
everyone  has   a  secur.e  .).ob  and  a  good  standal`d  of
i i vi ng. . ''
1.Agree  strongly
A `i re e
Sa.`=ree
I)isa.i:poe   stl`ongly
15.      ''T};e  people  who   raise   a:.11  the   talk  about  putt,ing
I.JegroeE  ofl  the   same   level  as  T,-/hitcs  are   mostly
raciical  a8ita.toI`s  t,ryin=  to  stir  up  .colt.flict."
2.
16.
Agr.ee   stroBgly
i.c=ree
Dis&:::fee
Disa,-c7ree   St,I.on€1y
''r.lost,   I''Je:i:roes   .i..'ould  become  overbearin£:   and







Di s a  -`` r`e e
Disag:res  stron¢gly
I:-.---=;=-.~+|Th--6i=  quct±tionJs  ```.ere  .usea  to  c:;inpjte   sa;res  +on -T`
•!tnLg.`.p.e.rsomlit,y   scales  but  were   riot   use€l   on  ciet,a
icarus  because   only  80  colunris   of  dat,a   could  b3
acconodateci  for  cross-tabulation  purposes.
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17.      ''The   £:overnment   shoulc.   own  ari®`.  operate'  all  public
utilities"(tr&!isportation,   gas,   electric,  r`ailroads,
etc . ) .
Agr.ee   stron&`ly
2.A8ree
.              Disa.,.roe
18.
Disafj..roe   stron{PDly







i)isa:=`,..re e  strongly
19.      "Poverty  coubd  be  almost   €-:ntirely  done  away  v,Tith
if  we  made  certain  basic  changes  in  our  social





Agree   stron.?:ly
1sa{:I;fee
sad?.fee   stron.gly
20.     ''The  pL.ople  on  welfar.L`   prove  that  when  people  of
their  tyF`e  have  too  much  money  anu. freeaom,   they
ust,   take  ad.vanta€ie  and   cause  tr.otible.t'
{ejree  strorL&ly
lJisa&ree
sag++r.e e   strong,.ly
21.      ''The  worst   aarL{T,er  to   real   J'l.mer`ica.iiism  ciuring  the
last   50  years  has  come  from  for`eign  icieas  and










22.      '`Novii  that   the   Unitecl  lkT&tions   is   s£-t   up,   America
must  be   sure  that   she  loses  none  ol`  her  indepel..dence





23. ''Certain  re
ec.  strongly
'-``ious  s'¢ct,a   T,.`.'bo  refuse  to   salute   the
flag  shoulch  be  forced  t,o  corforr:I  to  such  pati.iotic








nis&{`...fee   stron&`ly
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24.     ''Puerto  Ricans  are  all  right  in  t,heir  place,  but,
they  carry  it  too  far  when  they  dress  lavishly  and









Henry  Ford   or  Andr.ew  Cari`efi`ie,   who25.       '']`.'i.en   like
overcame  all  coimpetition  on  the  road  to  success,







a=.roe   strongly''In  g-;eneral     the  best  way  of  aidi}iL:  our  fellow







ve  time  or  riloney  to  so!ne  worthy
Ag,:res   strongly
A:-re e
DisaGL;Pee
I)isaL::I.ee   strongly
29.      f'Arr.erica   may  not,  be   per.I-ect,   but   the   American  v.lay
has   brong+it  us.   a`oout  as   close   a.a  huma.Ti  beings   can






isa,:':.;ree   strongly
30.     ''It  is  only  na.t,ural  and  right  for`  each  i:-erson  to
think  that  his  family  is  bet,t,er  t,ham  any  other.'t
Agree  strongly
A..-;' re e
Di sa.i=: re e
EisG.I_'ree
Lu&r`&ntee  oi;  -our  nat,ional   security  if
stron::|y
for  America  t,o  have  the  bi¥igest  an;iy  and  navy  in
the  world  and  the  secret  of  the  abonic  and  hyGrogen
31.      ''The   best,
b omb a , ''
Af_:`ree   Str.ongly
2.             Arree
Disa&.roe
isa=ree  str.ongly
Cols.   32-33
34.      ''T.her`c   should  be  a  law  to  tJrevc],nt   people  from








I)i sa :--` re e strop.,g=:|y
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35.      ''Books  ``/hich  oprjose   churches






ti.`i€/;ree   strongly
Disagree
\,isagl`ee  strongly
and  reli::ion  shout,a
lib raries . ''
high  school  teacher.  iw'hose  loyalty  has  been
A                                          ,  ,    ,                   ^    ,`
questioned  before  a  commit,t,ec  of  Congress  should
be  fired,   even  if  he  swears  under.  oath  that  he
isn't  a  Communist.''
j'`igree   strongly
`'i8ree-,Sa8ree
ron8ly
OwlrLT,   Qo   you
federal  role?"     (Check
1._F`inancihg
OPOose
your  ans'w.er  or  ans`ti.ers
educ&tioh   (building  and  operating  cost)
2.|inancing  public  housing
The  war  on  F.overty•}.:edical   care  for  t,he   aE..ed
'a.   Bombatting  depressions
b.   Combattirig  depression  through  public
expenditure
Setting:`   the   }iinimum  wac:=pe   ra.tes
37.      "State  goverrment,s   bhould  tidve  power  t,o-i.lass
la`4,'s  making  public   speeches  a£:ainst  racial  and





£=3\:.::± ,goverunenta]  roae3•ao,¥
1.       Financing  public  housing
2.-The  w.ar  on  poverty
3.=6:::5::ti:.;r3e[),::st!:n:gedI+.i
.         Ite€T.ulati
ou   otJ=ose
heck  your  answer  or
ublic  utilities
lee  are •or  evlQence  again
a   suspected  cr`imirial,   they  should  not  have  to
have  a  warrant  t,o  search  a  house.''
]h




is  question  is.i.left  out  of  data  because  of  the
ver`y  poor  r`esponse  by  the   sample   subjects;   it,   is
a  poorly  constructed  question.
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39.     "Large-scale  roundups  of  'uhdesirables'   are  .r;roper
as  long  as  they  are  restriceed  to  peo.pie  with










41.       nT
Agree  strongly
Disagree
isa&ree   str`ongdry
he  i;overnment  is  acting  properly  when  it  refuses










a  man  accused  of  a  rna.jor  cri.T,e  is  acquitted
and  apparently  incri.iiil.lacing  evidence  is  later
discovel`ed,   he   should  be
ree  strongly
2.               A£,.I.ee
isa8ree
isa.i-;fee  strongly
ret ri ed . „
43.     "People  are  more  inclined  t,o  look  out  for  themselves









44.      t'Le£=.islat,ive   comr-iitt,ees




should.  not  investigate
45.     ''It  is  not  reasonable  to  suspect  the  loyalty  of
who   represents  accused  Comrriunists  befor`e


















is  going  to  care  much  what  happens  to  you








i)i:agree  strongle''If  you  don't  watch  yourself,  people  will  take





Cols.   51-52
53.     ''Hunan  nature  being  what  it  is,   there  will  always





54.     ",`;hat  youn;-:  people  need  most  ol`  all  is  strict












few  st,rong-: leaders  could  i'rtake  this  courtory  better






57.     ''Some  people   say  an  insult  to  your  honor  should








isa.{=ree   strongly
5g:-S..I:.8,-,£!cb  or  the  ±`ollowinE
rol`e?      (Check  your   anstt`7e;   or  answ-er-s-i--     -
o  you   suDr)ort,   any eaeral
Financing-education(buil'dini;  and  operating  cost,)-Financin¢ci  public  housing
-The  vl.Jar  on  poverty
-1`:edical  care  for  the  aged
-a.  Combatting  depressions
=b.  Combattin:  depression  through  public
expenditure









Financing  public  housing'The  wa.r  on  poverty
}`{edical  care  for  the  aged'Combatting  depressions
Regulating  public  utilities
PART   11 .
Now  what,  follows  are  questions  about  some  political  issues.
Please  answer  them  as   shot.Jn  and   check  only  gE2±  response  ±'or
each  question  or  scat,ement.     Answer  ±±i  st,atements  please.









American  Independent  Party
Ind ependent  Voters
ilo   part,y
',.`,I.hen  you  c!o  vote   cio  you  vote   a  strai£.:ht  ticket,   or  do
you  split  your  vote?    I  vote  a--
st,rai,:,..ht  ticket
split  ticket




Ot,her,  please  explain--
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63.     During  the  November,   1968  Presidential  election  who






Humphrey-I..?uski.. e  ticket'it.,ral|ace-Griffin  t, ickett
Other
Did  not   vote
en  you  voted  in  th e  rv'overhoer,   1968   election  did  you
ote  the  same  way  your  spouse  did?
Yes
Some  people  think  the  national  govel`nment  should
do  more  in  trying:  to  deal  with  such  problems  as
unemployment,   education,   housing  and  so  on.     Others
t,hink  the  :'£overnrr,ent  is  already  doing  too  .rr.uch.     Cn
the  whole,  would  you  say  that  tihat  the  government  has
done  has  'oeen--''''about  right"
2.              ''too   much"
''not   enough"
.               ffdc`nlt   know''''Some  people  say  that  national,   scat,e,   and  local
governments  are  not  doing.  enough  about   'law  and  order' ;
other  rjeople   say  t,oo  much   is  beintT  done."     How  do  you






''too   much''
"not   enough"
''don't   know''
''Some  people  think  that  since  the  end  of  the  last  world
war  this  country  has  gone  too  far  in  concerning  itself
with  problems  in  othe.r  parts  o±`  the  w'orld.''     tiow  do
you  feel  about  this?     -rias  the  U.S.   gone--
1.            ''too  far''nnot  far  enough"
''about  right"
.             ''don't   know"
''The  United  States  should  tfjive   economic  help  to  the
poorer  countries  of  t,he  world,   even  if  t,hey  can't  payfor  it.''
f:.:fee
t   depends
Disa€:fee
Don't   know
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69.      ''The  government  ou£,.ht  t,o  help  people  j:et  doctor.s  and







Don't,   know
70.     ''The  ,;jovernment   in  `w.ashin€.:ton  should   stay  out  of  the
question  of  -v,'hether  white  and  colored  children  E~`o  tb
the  same  school.''
1..Agree
It  depends
sa i: r e e
Don't,   khow
71.     ''The  goverrment  oufr,ht  t,o  cut  taxes  even  if  it  means






..              Don't   know
72.     ,'Police
important  t,hings  that  need  to  be  done."









Don't   know
government   shc>uld  discipline  collet=e
disrupt  colle:i,e  campuses  by  cuttin€:  off
-Jf`    f'^`^    L`i.  7...T`hr.    ^rd`.^n+i..`r`     ^r`A     r-+.`A^v`+r`     tl
73.     'tThe  federal
studehts  t`,'ho
government:`funds  for  hifjher  education  and   students.
1  o                A£.fee
It  deDends
DisaE.fee
.             I)on't,   know
74.     ''The  feder`al government  has   ext,ended  t,oo  much  control
over  stat,e  and  local  governments  throuS::h  federal
grants  ol`  money  at,  the  expense  of  state  and  local








Don't   know
12t
75.     ''A  man  should  have  the  right  to  do  what  he  wants  with
his  private  pDoper*y  and  not  have  to  be  told  what  to
do  by  the  federal  f.:overnment  as  long  as  he  doesn't









L`on't   know
',flow  a reat  a dan£T...er   do   you
re  to  this  country  at  t,he
f£=:r_eat.   Ganger





I,,To   da
gE  Qan£:er`
nc=er
Don't   know
feel   American  Coznmunists
present  titT,e?''
Are  there  any  comments  you  v`tould  like  to  make  about   issues,
candidat,es,   social  problems,   or  the  questiohnaire?
